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Brother E. Clementian
...th EXPLORER
. . . class of 1941)
. . . LaSalle Ullege
. . . Philadelphia . . . Pennsylvania
With an expansion of the city of Philadelphia, there was an increasing need for
a Catholic college. Its charter granted in 1863, La Salle was begun in a parish
church. By 1929 the institution had outgrown three locations. In the fall of
1929, classes were held in the present College Hall for the first time. As the
school grew further, McCarthy Stadium was built in 1937, followed by McShain
Hall in 1940, Leonard Hall in 1947 and Benilde Hall in 1948. Recent plans call
for additional structures to be erected about the twenty acre campus to meet
the needs of the ever growing student body.

k the need increased . . .
With the outbreak of the war in the early forties, all activity at La Salle College
was drastically reduced. Enrollment dropped and the work of the college almost
ceased. With the cessation of hostilities, the students returned. The administra-
tion further developed its program for the education and training of Catholic
men. As the needs of the students arose, whether in courses of study or places
to study, the school met their needs. The faculty was increased and more space
was provided. New and varied courses were placed on the curriculum until now
the students' needs are met in every possible way. The spirit of the prewar stu-
dent body began to stage a return. The result of this development was a La Salle
College that was to place high in the minds of educators in the city and whose
reputation was to grow gradually throughout the nation.

Dedication
Blessed Brother Solomon, educated by the Christian Brothers, entered the noviate
at the age of twenty-seven after an interim in the commercial world. He rose
rapidly to the position of Secretary General to Brother Agathon. The upheaval
accompanying the hectic days of the French Revolution in 1789 added tremen-
dous personal obligation upon Blessed Brother Solomon. Despite the dangers and
hardships surrounding the educators in Paris at this time, he maintained organi-
zation and close contact within the Institute of the Christian Brothers. Blessed
Brother Solomon, through his courageous example, showed his comrades the
proper course of action. His refusal to take the schismatic oath of fidelity to
the Civil Constitution of the Clergy, imposed by the States-General under Louis
XVI, led to his imprisonment. On September 2, 1792, Blessed Brother Solomon
was brutally massacred. In view of his heroic life and his devotion to principle
we dedicate this edition of the Explorer to Blessed Brother Solomon.
Tr-i»'^''9 r.
Through expanded facilities
Leonard Hall
Leonard Hall, the first of the new
buildings to reflect the needs of the
expanding college, was dedicated dur-
ing the week of August 24, 1947. The
recreational facilities and a modern
cafeteria indicated an administrative
concern for more than academic
subjects.
Benilde Hall
Due to the congestion in the main
building, Benilde Hall, dedicated on
September 19, 1948, provided 10.000
square feet of additional floor space.
The building contains nine modern
classrooms, six faculty offices and a
student reading room.
. . . We have grown in
personal stature . . .
No man can retain an eminent standing in the undergraduate environ,
ment without assimilating the values of its teachings, the degree depending
on his application and his utilization of those facilities available. In his
pursuit of scholarship, the student will cultivate the rudiments of learning
as applicable to success as he steps into the millrace of the professional
world.
with able leadership
Officers of the College
Brother G. Paul
President of the College
To fulfill the office of the chief administrator of a large
itistitution requires, at all times, a capable man. In a
growing college, the need for wise leadership becomes
more evident. We were fortunate to have completed a
college education under the competent leadership of
Brother Paul.
•^^
Brother G. Lewis
Vice-President of the College
To assist the President in his duties and to manage the
myriad details of administration demands unique ability.
Brother Lewis has exhibited this ability as Vice President,
a role which is oiten difficult in its apparent obscurity.
Brother E. Stanislaus
Dean of the College
Maintaining the personal touch in daily contacts with
a large number of men entails a keen student of human
nature. Brother Stanislaus, philosopher as well as dean,
has shown us that we were regarded as men before we
became alumni.
Brother G. Joseph
Registrar
The record-breaking classes have placed added burden
on the office of the Registrar. The compilation of grades,
preparation of transcripts and computation of averages
have magnified the importance of La Salle's academic
recorder.
Brother E. John
Bursar
The endless task of financial record keeping has been
performed with consistent efficiency by Brother John.
Through pleasantness and humor he has lent a warmth
to otherwise cold and impersonal business relations.
and capable Administration
During our tenuie at La Salle College student enrollment had grown steadih
and ivith this growth the problems of administration increased. To the passing
student the internal -(vorkings of an institution of this size can easily remain in
the backgrotnicl, especialh when the administrators are as considerate and con-
genial as aie those at La Salle. In e\er\ stage of our college career their aid has
helped immeasurably in allowing us more time to de\ote to our studies.
Brother G. Thomas, F.S.C.
Dean of Freshmen
John J. Kelly
Director of Public Relations
Joseph ]. Sprissler
Comptroller
Rev. Edward J. Curran
College Historian
Reverend Charles Gorman
Chaplain of the College
Margaret M. Kiely
Assistant Registrar
Dr. Thomas F. McTear
College Physician
John A. Stinson
Plant Engineer
under erndite guidance,
The rising student enrollment necessitated a commensurate increase in the
cmricula and in professional guidance. Included in the additions to the liberal
arts curriculum were ad\anced philosoph)' courses, heralding the arrival of
Brother Vincent, Dr. Blanchard and Dr. Keleher. The language department was
augmented by conversational courses in the newly opened Phonetics Studio under
the direction of Dr. John Guischard. The Drama department formed under Mr.
VVillard Walsh offered courses in acting and directing and formed a solid basis
for the future growth of the art of the theatre at La Salle College.
As a corollary to a liberal education, advanced sociological studies, including
a marriage preparation course by Father Gonnan, College Chaplain, and a
comprehensive study of the history of social thought by Brother .Augustine \\-ere
offered to interested students.
The Department of History extended its scope to include courses in the History
of Asia Minor and of Russia under the instruction of Doctor McCloskey and
Mr. Donini. .\ Political Science course, including International Relations and
World Politics with an inclusive study of national and local government, was
initiated with Messrs. Courtney and Cleary as instructors.
The Business Course was subdivided into General Business, ,-Vccounting,
Economics, Industry and Marketing, supplemented by a diversified study plan
including Statistics, Federal and State Taxes, Contemporary Economic Systems,
Field Work in Industry, and Industrial Psychology.
Under the expert guidance of Brother F. Azarias, co-worker of Brother Felix,
F.S.C., professor emeritus of the La Salle Education Department, the department
attained national recognition as a leader in the field in the training of Catholic
young men in their chosen career. Brother .\zarias was elected Secretary of the
National Catholic Educational Association.
The Department of Natural Sciences was extended to encompass the areas of
Preparation for Medicine and for Dentistry, Chemistry, Physics. Mathematics and
Biology, super\'ised by Brother F. Christopher, Brother G. Paul, Brother G.
Joseph, Brother D. Julius and Doctor R. Holroyd.
Brother G. Paul, F.S.C..
B.S., M.S., Ph.D., LL.D.,
President of the College.
Professor of Chemistry.
Chairman: Committee on
College Policy.
Brother G. Lewis, F.S.C..
B.A., M.A.. Sc.D., Vice
President of the College.
Professor of Mathematics.
Brother E. Stanislaus.
F.S.C., B.A., M.A.,
Ph.D., Dean of the Col-
lege, Professor of Philos-
ophy, Chairman: Com-
mittee on Admissions;
Committee on Curricu-
lum and Roster; Commit-
tee on Academic Stand-
ing and Degrees. Mem-
ber: Committee on Col-
lege Policy.
Brother G. Joseph, F.S.C..
B.A., M.A.. Registrar.
Professor of Physics.
Member: Committee on
Admissions; Committee
on Academic Standing
and Degrees.
Brother E. Abdon,
F.S.C., B.A., M.A., Pro-
fessor of German.
Brother D. Augustine.
F. S. C. B.A., M.A..
Ph.D., Professor of So-
ciology. Member: Com-
mittee on College Policy:
Committee on Academic
Standing and Degrees:
Committee on Awards;
Committee on Recom-
mendations. Teaching
(Professional).
Joseph F. Flubacher.
B.A.. M.A.. D.Ed.. Pro-
fessor of Economics,
Chairman: Committee on
Recommendations (Non-
professional): Committee
for Rating of Teachers.
Member: Committee on
Academic Standing and
Degrees.
Brother D. Vincent.
F.S.C.. B.A.. M.A.. Ph.D..
Professor of Psychology.
Member; Committee on
Awards: Committee on
Recommendations. Teach-
ing.
Roland Holrovd. B..A...
M.A.. Ph.D.. Sc.D.. Pro-
fessor or Biology. Mem-
ber: Committee on Col-
lege Policy; Committee
on Library; Committee
on Recommendations. Sci-
ence (Professional).
Austin J. App. B.A..
M.A., Ph.D.. Associate
Professor of English.
Brother F. Norbert.
F.S.C., B.A.. M.B..A...
Professor of Accounting.
Chairman: Committee on
Recommendations. Non-
Science. Member: Com-
mittee on College Policy.
Brother F. Azarias. F.S.C..
B.A.. M.A.. Associate
Professor of Education.
Chairman: Committee on
Recommendations. Teach-
ing.
Brother D. Thomas,
F. S. C. B.A.. M.A..
Ph.D.. Professor of Latin
and Greek.
Brother F. Christopher.
F.S.C.. B.A., M.S.. Ph.D..
.Associate Professor of
Biology. Chairman: Com-
mittee on Recommenda-
tions. Science. Member:
Committee on Awards.
fatultv
Rev. Charles F. Gorman,
M.A.. Associate Professor
of Sociology.
James J. Henry. B.S..
M.A.. .'\ssociate Profes-
sor of Finance. Director
of .Athletics. Member:
Committee on Awards.
Brother E. Louis. F.S.C..
B.A.. M.A.. Associate
Professor of Spanish.
Joseph F. McCIoskev.
A.B.. M.A.. Ph.D.. .Asso-
ciate Professor of His-
tory. Member: Committee
on Curriculum and Ros-
Brother G. Ravtnond.
F.S.C.. B..A.. M.A.'. .Asso-
ciate Professor of Chem-
istry. Member: Commit-
tee on Recommendations.
Science.
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Brother E. Clementian,
F.S.C., B.A.. M.A., As-
sistant Professor of Eng-
lish. Member: Committee
for Rating of Teachers;
Committee for Regula-
tion of Curriculum.
Francis T. Allen, B.S.,
M.A., Lecturer in Insur-
Robcrt J. Courtney, B.A.,
M.A., Assistant Professor
of Political Science.
Donald J. Barrett. B.A..
Ph.L.. Assistant Professor
of Philosophy. Member:
Committee on Recom-
mendations; Committee
for Rating of Teachers.
Ugo Donini. B.A., M.A..
Lecturer in History.
Yvon Blanchard, M.A..
Ph.L.. Ph.D.. Assistant
Professor of Philosophy.
Brother M. Edward,
F.S.C., B.A., Litt.M., As-
sistant Professor of Chem-
istry.
C. Richard Cleary. B.A.,
M.A., Assistant Professor
of Political Science.
Brother F. Francis, F.S.C.,
B.A., M.A., Assistant
Professor of Economics.
faculty
Ĵohn Guischard. B..\.,
M.A., Ph.D.. Assistant
Professor of French.
Chairman: Committee for
Regulation of Curricu-
lum, Member; Committee
on College Policy; Com-
mittee on Academic
Standing and Degrees;
Committee on Library.
Timothy J. Hagens, B.S.,
M.S.. Lecturer in Chem-
istry.
Brother D. John, F.S.C.,
B.A.. M.S., Ph.D., Assist-
ant Professor of Physics.
Member: Committee on
Recommendations.
Brother D. Julius, F.S.C..
B.S., M.A., Ph.D.. As-
sistant Professor of Math-
ematics.
James P. Keleher, B.A.,
M.A., Ph.D., Assistant
Professor of Philosophy.
Brother E. Patrick. F.S.C..
B.A., Assistant Professor
of English, Chairman:
Committee on Awards.
Member; Committee on
Recommendations.
Joseph M. Carrio, B.A.S..
Instructor in Spanish.
Willard G. Walsh, B.S..
M.F.A.. Assistant Profes-
sor of Speech and Drama.
Brother G. Thomas.
F.S.C., B.A.. M.S.. As-
sistant Professor of
Speech. Dean of Fresh-
men, Member: Commit-
tee on Curriculum and
Roster.
Michael DeAngelis. B.S.. Francis J. Donahue. B.A..
M.S.. Instructor in Ac- Instructor in Mathema-
counting. tics.
Martin L. Burke
LL.B., Instructor i
ness Law.
B.S.,
Busi-
Lawrence Dondero, A.B.,
M.A.. Instructor in Eco-
nomics.
faculty
Joseph C. Eckert,
Francis J. Guerin, B.S.,
Instructor in Accounting.
Charles A. J. Halpin, Richard T. Hoar, B.A., Joseph F. Hosey, B.A., Walter J. Kaiser, B.S.,
B.S., M.A., Instructor in M.A., Instructor in Phi- M.A., Instructor in Eng- Instructor in Accounting.
Economics. losophy. lish.
Charles V. Kelly, B.A.,
Instructor in English,
Member: Committee for
Regulation of Curricu-
lum.
James F. Kennedy, B.A.,
Instructor in Biology.
John J. Kennedy, B.E.E., Austin J, KilcuUen, B.A., Claude F, Koch, B.S.,
Instructor in Mathema- M.A., Instructor in Eng- Instructor in English,
tics. lish.
faculty
Joseph Marron, A.B.,
M.A., Instructor in Phi-
losophy.
Daniel J. McCauley, B.A.,
LL.B., Instructor in Busi-
ness Law.
Dennis J. McCarthy,
B,A., M.A„ Instructor in
History.
Diodoro Minuti. B.A.,
Assistant in Biology.
John Rooney, A.B,,
M.A., Instructor in Statis-
Thomas Ryan, B.S.. In- Charles F. Smith, A.B.,
structor in Accounting, M.D„ Instructor in Psy-
chology.
l^l
George R. Swover, B.S.,
Instructor in Marketing.
^
Jaime R. Velez, LL.D.,
Ph.D., Instructor in Span-
ish.
Herbert S. Weber, B.A.,
Instructor in English.
Melvin F. Woods. A.B..
M.A.. Instructor in Fi-
nance.
The class of 1949 . . .
The majority of us entered La Salle with technical knowledge as our dominant
goal. With our graduation, we sense an accumulation of more than a mere theo-
retical knowledge of a science or of the arts. We have realized the importance
of the disciplines that are not correlated to earning power. Without a proper
store of moral values, our efforts in the professional fields would be for naught.
We carry with us an extrinsic ability to share in the world's goods and an intrinsic
sense of sharing our portion of the world's goods with others.
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First row, left to light:
JOHN QUINCV ADAMS B.s. accounting
1707 E. Moyamensing Ave.
Accoiiiitiiig Association 7. 8
ALEXANDER EDWARD ADOMAITIS busimss administration
826 N. 21st St.
ADAM ALACHNO\VICZ b.a. education
4487 E. Thompson St.
Economics Club 7, 8: Social Science Club 7, 8; Historical Society 7. 8
CARMEN ANTHONY ALFIERI
1853 S. Sanain St.
Collegian News Staff 7, 8
ALBERT FRED ALLO
6128 Palmetto St.
Social Science Chib 7. 8; Historical Society 7, i
B.A. EDUCATION
B.A. EDUCATION
Second roiv, left to right:
ANTHONY JOSEPH AMATO b.a. education
1306 S. 13th St.
Podium Society 1-8
PARIS LOULS AMBELLAS b.a. education
Bethlehem Pike S: Arlingham Rd.. Whitemarsh
Philosojjhy Club 7, 8; Glee Club 5. 6
HARRY THO>L\S ARTON b.a. education
505 Morton \\e., Ridlev Park
I.R.C. 3; Social Science Club, Executive Connn. 5, 6: Vice President
7, 8
ALBERT JOHN BANDOSZ b.s. accounting
2233 E. Venango St.
Accounting Association 5, 6, 7, 8; Intramurals 5, 6. 8
JOHN B. BARCZAK b.s. accounting
944 S. Front St.
Intramurals 1, 5. 6
Left to light:
JAMES FRANCIS BARR b.s. accounting
1633 W. Bristol St.
Accounting Association 5. 6. 7. 8; Social Science Club 3. 4. 5. 6, 7, 8
ELLWOOD L. BARRETT b.a. education
5247 N. 15th St.
Explorer. Copy Editor 7. 8: Colles,ian 1: I.R.C. 5. 6: Varsity Basket-
ball 1, 2, Intramurals 3. 4, 5. 6 "
JOHN E. BARRY B.s. business .administration
4538 N. Greene St.
B.A. EDUCATION
B.A. HISTORY
First row, left to right:
JOSEPH LOUIS BATTAGLIXI
2026 S. 18th St.
Social Science Club 5. 6. 7, 8: Historical Society
JOHN JOSEPH BEATV
332 \V. Duval St.
Masque 1-8; Radio Workshop 1-8
JOSEPH WILLIAM BERENATO b.a. i>ri;far vnoN for medicine
1135 S. Ruby St.
Collegian 7. 8; Pre-Medical Society 7, 8
JOHN DOMINIC BERNETICH b.s. accounting
2614 Livingston St.
Accounting Association 5. 6. 7. 8; I.R.C. 5. 6. 7. 8; Track 6; Intra-
murals 1-8
WILLIAM L. BERRY b.a. education
1413 Adams Ave.
Collegian 5, 6; Podium Society 1, 8; Intraniurals 6
Second roiv, left to right
JOSE MIGUEL BLASCOECHEA b.s. business administr.\tion
P. O. Box 1063, San Juan, P. R.
Social Science Club 1. 8; Out Of Towners 7, 8
JOHN L. BIEHL b.s. .\ccountixc
3744 X. 13th St.
Treasurer. Senior Class; Accounting Association 5. 6. President 7. 8;
Dean's List 4, 5, 6
WILLI.AM ST.ANLEV BILLINGS b.a. preparation for medicine
26 S. Farragut Terrace
Track 3
\V'ILLIAM H. BLANKFIELD, JR. b.a. education
525 W. Fishers Ave.
Masque 3, 4, 5, 6. 7, 8; The Gavel 5, 6
JOHN JAMES BLESSINGTON b.s. accounting
756 E. Madison St.
Accounting Association 5, 6. 7, 8; Dean's List 4, 6; Intraniurals 1, 4
M^M
Left to right:
GEORGE MARTIN BORASKE b.s. accounting
2625 W. Alleghen\ A\e.
The Explorer, Business Manager 7, 8: Accounting Association
5, 6, 7, 8; Adoration Society 6, 7. 8
CHARLES A. BOSCH B.s. business administration
8628 Eastwick .Ave.
Social Science Club 7, 8; Intraniurals 5. 6. 7. 8
RA\MOND J. BOTT B.A. philosophv
119 High St.. Mauch Chunk, Pa.
First row, left to right:
ROBERT J. BOVLE
4137 "O" St.
Acroiinliiiji Association 7, S; I'arsilx Club
1, 2, 5, 6,' 7, 8
1-RANCIS MICHAEL BRADLEY
7479 Briar Road
Social Science CInb 7, 8
ANGELO R. BRANCA
2814 S. Beiilah St.
Pre-Medical Society 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. 8
B.S. .\CCOUNTINC
8: Vanity Baseball
B.A. i;ilUC.\TION'
B.A. ENGLISH
B.S. BUSIM.SS AllMINLSTRATION
B.A. BIOLOGY
WILLIS F. BRAUN
6229 McCallum St.
PATRICK JOSEPH BRESLIN
856 X. Ringgold St.
Accounting Association 5, 6, 7, 8
.A. rSVCHOLOCV
B..S. ACCOUNTING
Second row, left to right;
RICHARD F. BRIDGEFORD
5.S21 N. 13th St.
Collegian 1, 2: Social Science Club. Recording Sccyctary
WALTER JOHN BROUGH
6706 Pechin St
Collegian, Editor 5, 6, 7, 8: i^ews Editor 3, 4; Masque 1-8; Explorer
5, 6,^7, 8: Radio tVorksliop 1-8, Treasurer 5, 6; Glee Club 7, 8;
Photogral)hic Society 5, 6, Director 7, 8
[OSEPH A. BROWNE b.a. rnucATioN
510 E. Thelma St.
Podium Society 5, 6, 7, 8; Adoration Society 6; Intraniuarls 3-8
1 HOM.AS P.ATRICK BROWNE B..s. businlss ad-minispration
6546 Limekiln Pike
Track 1, 2
CHARLES ^VILLIA^I BROWNHOLTZ
4545 N. Bouvier St.
Accounting Association 5. 6. 7, 8
B.S. accounting
*'What's yours?"
0^ f^
Left to right:
ARNOLD ALOVSIUS BULTERMAN b.s. business administration
903 Ashland Ave., Secane, Pa.
LEO JOSEPH BULTERMAN b.a. chemistry
119 Whitely Terrace, Darby, Pa.
THOMAS FRANCIS BURKE b.a. liberal arts
420 Birch Ave.. Westfield. N. J.
Pre-Medical Society 5, 6, 7, 8; Newtonian Society 3, 4; Doernenburg
Society, Vice President 3-6, President 7, 8; Out of Towners Club,
Vice President 5, 6, 7, 8; Intramurals 3-8 ,
I'y^ 5&i
Fust low lelt to uuht
JOHN J^MtS BLR\S
2)18 S. Robinson St.
Dianiatic 8
B.A. ENGLISH
B.A. ECONOMICSJOSEPH STEPHEN BURNS
439 E. AValnnt Lane
Podium Society 5. 6, 7, 8; Adoration Society 5, 6, 7, 8; Economics
Club 7. 8
JOSEPH CHARLES BYRXE B.s. accounting
2601 N. 23rd St.
Accounting dull 5, 6, 7, 8; Adoration Society 7, 8: Intraniurals
4, 6, 7; Deans List 3, 4
JOSEPH JOHN C.\NNON b.s. industrial relations
5113 N. Broad St.
Sigma Beta Kappa 5, 6, 7, 8: J'arsily Club 7, 8; Creu< 5. 6
JAMES JOSEPH CARLIN b.s. business administration
2453 Independence Me.. Roslyn, Pa.
Intramurals 2, 4, 5. 7, 8
Second row. left to right:
ALEXANDER CARO b.s. .accounting
1416 S- Hicks St.
Accounting Association 5. 6, 7, 8
ROBERT CARROLL B.s. business admimstr.ation
1820 \V. Stiles St.
ROBERT EUGENE CASILLO
905 Fishers Ave.
Social Science Club 7. 8
B.A. EDUCATION
B.s. .ACCOUNTINGTHOMAS JOSEPH CASSEDV
3445 Wellington St.
.-Icconnting As.sociatioti 6, 7, 8; Varsity Club 5, 6, 7, 8; Baseball 5, 6;
Track 5. 6"
|OHN G. C.\SSIDY B. a. chemistry
5927 N. Leithgow St.
Pre-Medical Society, President 5, 6, 7, 8; Neivtonian Society 1, 8;
Doernenburg Society 5, 6, 7, 8; Intramurals 5, 6, 7, 8
Left to right:
KEVIN JOSEPH CASSID'*
1509 Church Lane
Accounting Association 5. 6, 7. 8: Intramurals 7, 8
STEPHEN M. CASSIDY
1509 Church Lane
Social Science Club 3. 4: Economics Club 1,
5, 6. 7, 8
B.s. .accounting
B.A. economics
7, 8: Intramurals
B.A. political scienceWILLIAM FRANCIS CASSIDV
5356 Chew St.
Student Council 5, 6: Class Secretary 5, 6; Podium Society 5
Mixed reaction to
speech.
a nominating
C* j<?'
isfetf
First row, left to right:
DOMINIC VINCENT CATRAMBONE B.s. accounting
2213 "C" Atoll Road. The Northeast Village
Social Science Club 1, 2
LOUIS E. CELANI B.s. accounting
3102 "G" St.
MNCENT FR.\NK CERCHIARA b.s. business administr.\tion
4216 Elv Ave.. Bronx, N. V.
Radio Workshop 1. 2, 3, 4: Out of Ton'iiers Club 5, 6, 7, 8: hura-
murals 3-8
WILLI.AM FR,\NCIS X. COFFEY b.a. preparation for medicine
7922 West Chester Pike, Upper Darby, Pa.
Sigma Beta Kappa 3-8, Treasurer 3, 4, 5: I'arsity Club 7, 8; The
Gavel 7, 8; Varsity Creiv 1, 2
NUNZIO S.\M COLLETTI b.a. preparvtion for law
2547 S. 12th St.
Podium Society 7. 8; Glee Club 5, 6,: Intramurals 2-8
Second row, left to right:
JOHN FRANCIS COLLINS b.s. business administration
1544 \Valniit Lane
DANIEL JOSEPH CONLIN b.s. accounting
4854 N. Broad St.
Accountiug Association 5, 6. 7. 8; J'arsity Club 7, 8; Cren' I, 5, 8
JOSEPH M. CONNELLY, JR. b.a. education
5653 McMahon .Ave.
ROBERT JOSEPH CONNELLY b.s. accounting
7149 Stockley Road, Upper Darby, Pa.
Accounting Association 3, 4; Adoration Society 3
JOHN MICHAEL CONNOR b.s. accounting
3846 Aspen St.
Accounting Association 7, 8: Social Science Club 3, 4
Left to right:
THOMAS RODERICK CONVEY B.s. business administration
3104 Glenview St.
Podium Society 7, 8; Intramurals 1-8
JOSEPH P. COOGAN b.a. education
514 N. 18th St.
Collegian 1, 2; Masque 1, 2, 4. 7, 8: Glee Club 1, 2
JEROME IR.A COOK b.a. preparation for medicine
1523 Leslie St., Hillside, N. J.
Pre-Medical Society 5-8; Newtonian Society 3. 4: Doernenburg
Society 3-8: Out ofTowners Club 5-8; Track' i: Intramurals 4, 5, 7;
Dean's List 4, 6
aTm ^
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B,\. MAI HFMATICS
First row, left to right;
RAYMOND JAMES CORBETT
5913 Walker St.
ELMER FRANK CORDA b.a. iibkral arts
1107 S. 4th St., Camden, N. ].
Pre-Medical Society 5. 6, 7. 8: Nezclonian Society 3, 4: [ntramurah
5, 6
HENRY JOSEPH COSTELLO. JR. B.s. busimss admimstrmton
1376 Anchor St.
Social Science Club 7, 8
EUGENE RICHARD COTTER b.a. i-rkparation for law
1147 Pleasant Ave., Wyndmoor. Pa.
Collegian. Make Up Editor 3, 4. 5. 6, 7. 8: l.R.C. 3. 4: Inlraniurali
3, 4
THOMAS JOSEPH CULLEN B.s. accounting
1636 Longshore .\ve.
Accounting Association 1, 8; Intranuirals 1, 2, 3. 4
Second row, left lo ii'^ht
JAMES JOHN CLNNINGH.VM, JR. b.s. accoun ting
32 Cherry St., Willow Grove, Pa.
Accounting Association 5. 6, 7, 8; l.R.C. 3, 4: Intramurals 5. 6
WILLIAM JOHN CURRAN b.s, accounting
1208 Woodland Ave.. Sharon Hill
.iccounting Association 7, 8; Intramurals 5. 6
HENRY FRANK CZUPICH b.a. education
2606 E. Madison St.
Social Science Club 1 . 8: Economics Club 7, 8; Historical Society 7, 8
CARMINE FREDERICK D.AIUTOLO B.s. business .administr.\tiox
2816 N. 25th St.
Explorer. Associate Editor 7, 8: Social Science Club 1, 2: Dean's
List 3, 6
CHARLES C. DANIELS b.a. English
755 Haverford Road, Bryn Maur, Pa.
Collegian, Asst. Sports Editor 3-8; Explorer, Co-Editor, Sports 6, 7, 8;
Varsity Baseball 1, 3; Dramatics 1. 8
Lelt lo right:
MITCHELL DAVID B.A. 1"REP.\RATI0N FOR MEDICINE
4718 Osage Ave.
B.A. EDUCATIONCHARLES MARK DAY
1840 W. Ruscomb St.
Social Science Club 7, 8; Historical Society 7, 8
WILLIAM J. DELGROSS b.s. business ad.ministration
8228 Craig St.
^^
^^^ A
^^d
C\
U.S. ACCOUNTIN(;
2114 Homer St.
First row, left to right:
WILLIAM j. DEWEHV
Accounting .Issociiilion 7. fi
THEODORE WILSON DENT. JR. B.s. accountino
5709 39th .Ave.'. Hvattsxille. Md.
Podinni Society 5. 6, 7, 8: Accounting Associntiou '>. 6, 7, 8: Glee
Club 5, 6: I.R.C. I, 2; Photographic Society 5. 6. 7. 8: Out of
Toioners Club 6, 7, 8, Treasurer 7, 8; Etjuexlrian Society 5, 6, 7, 8
FRANCIS XAVIER DEVINE B.s. accounting
5932 Ellsworth St.
Accounting Association 5. 6, 7. 8: Social Science Club 5, 6, 7, 8;
jT.R.C. 1, 2: Golf Team 5, 6
FR,\NCIS MICH.\EL DIXON B.s. business vdminkstration
4575 Ditman St.
Photographic Society 7, 8: Intraniurals 1. 2
JO.SEPH FRANCIS DOLAN b.s. business administration
3421 Jasper St.
Podium Society 7. 8; Photographic Society 7, 8
A private conversation.
Second row, left to right:
FRANK ANDREW DOLD b.a. i'kepvkation iok medicine
407 Brooks Ave., Maonolia, N. (.
B.A. CHEMISTRY
B.S. accounting
LOUIS PAUL DOMINGUES
6716 Grovers .Ave.
Ne-iCtonian Society 5: Cross-Couutry Team, Captain 7, 8
FRANK LOUIS DONAHUE
1628 Murdoch Road
Accounting Club 7. 8
WILLIAM A. DONDERO b.a. educvhon
623 Turner .Ave., Drexel Hill, Pa.
Collegian 3. Co-Editor Sports 4, 5, 6, 7, 8; Esplorer, Co-Editor
Sports 7, 8; Dramatics 7, 8; Intraniurals 1-8
DENNIS JOSEPH DONOVAN b.a. preparation for medicine
510 N. Clayton St., Wilmington. Del.
Pre-Medical Society 5. 6. 7, 8; Neietonian Society 5, 6: I.R.C. 5, 6:
Doernenbnrg Society 5, 6, 7, 8; Out of Towners Club 7. 8
Lett to right:
CHARLES EDWARD DOUGHERTY B.s. preparation for L.\w
2432 E. Huntingdon St.
THOMAS JOSEPH DOUGHERTY
2923 S. 87th St.
.iccounling Association 7, 8: Varsity Baseball 6,
THOMAS FRANCIS DRAKE
5727 N. 2Ist St.
B.s. accounting
B.A. chemistry
•*- il$.
g^f^j ^11jH
First row. lek to riglit:
STEPHEN Dl'DA b.s. accoumi\(.
6000 Erdrick St.
AccouiH'nig Associiilint} 5. 6. 7. 8; I.R.C. i
JOSEPH JOHN" DLC.W. JR. b.s. blisinfss vnMiMsrRAiioN
242 VV. ntincaniion Ave.
JOHN SIDNEY DUKE B.s. accounting
122 \V. Horlter St.
Accounting Association 5, 6; Baseball 2. 4. 6
ANTHONY J. DURKIN b.a. i.ibi ral arts
2447 N. Bouvier St.
Podium Society 7, 8; Social Science Club 7. 8; Philosopliy Club 7, 8
JOSEPH JOHN EBERLE b.s. business ad.ministration
7016 Ogoiitz .'\ve.
Vaisily Bashetbiill 3. 4: Varsity\.lub 3, 4
SL-toiid io\i, lelt to nohl
[OSEPH CHARLES ECkLRI JR b.s. accounting
5 14 \bin<Jton \\e Glenside, Pa.
Pie\i(lenl. Junnn Clais Student Council 6; Accounting Association
,'), 6. 7. 8, Social Scienci Club 2 3 4 5. 6; Basketball Manager I, 2
)OHN HENRY EMORE, JR. b.a. English
254 Wabash A\e.. Lansdoune. Pa.
(ilee Club 5, 6; I.R.C. 5, 6, 7, 8; Adoration Society 5, 6
lAMES T. ERB
6418 N. Argyle St.
Social Science Club 1-8; Intramiirals 6
B.A. EDUCATION
B.A. SOCIOLOGYJOHN HERBERT EVANS
5916 N. Hutchinson St.
Collegian. Feature Editor 1, 2. 3: Explorer 5. 6; Social Science
Club 6, 7, 8; Radio Workshop 5. 0. 7, 8; I.R.C. 1. 2; Equestrian
Society 5-8
RICHARD EUGENE EVERMAN
312 W. Indiana A\e.
Accounting! Club 5, 6, 7, 8
B.s. ACCOUNTING
Siesta time in The Hall.
U.S. ACCOUNTING
B.A. EDUCAriON
Left to right:
CHARLES PATRICK EA&W
5719 N Mai shall St.
Accounting Association 5, 6, 7, 8 Intianiiirals 4, 5
THOMAS WILLIAM FAIRBROTHER
36 Hancock St., Riverside, N. J.
Collegian 1-8: Masque 3, 4, 5, 6, President 7, 8; Radio ]yorkshop
3, 4. 5, 6, 7, 8: Dean's List 4. 5
WILLIAM THOMAS FARNAN b.a. education
1852 Nolan St.
Masque 1, 7, 8; Podium Society 7. 8: Intramurals 3, 4, 6
1^ ^
^^ J
Û.S. ACCOUMING
B.A. LIBERAL ARTS
First row, left to right:
WILLIAM JOSEPH FARRELL
161 \V. Hansberry St.
Accounliiig Assncialion 5. 6, 7, 8: Social Science Club 1
THEODORE JOSEPH FARRELL
-1245 N. 7th St.
Social Science Club 7, 8
JAMES ARTHUR F,\SEL is.s. iumm ss aiimimstr.vtion
-Walnut Hill", Lyndell, I'a.
Social Science Club 1, 2
ALDO WILLI.AM FEDELI b.,s. business administration
3160 Unriih St.
ATTILIO ^VILLIAM FEDELI
4101 Eklridge St.
B.A. BIOLOGY
Second row, left to right:
RICHARD J. FERRICK B.s. ACCOUNTiNr,
111 W. Sylvania St.
Accounliiig Association h. 6, 7, 8; Glee Club 3, 4. 5. 6: Photographic
Society 7. 8: Inliauiinals 1-6
THOMAS PAFRIC.K. FERRIS B.s. business administration
1012 Lainiston St.
Social ScieiiCL' Club 1. 2; Intrauiuials 1, 2, 3, 4
GEORGE JOSEPH FERRY b.s. accounting
7002 Riiskin Lane, Upper Darljs', Pa
Accounting Association 5, 6, 7, 8
GEORGE JOSEPH FETTERS b.s. business administration
5739 \Villows A\e.
Social Science Club 1, 2: Inlianiurals 1, 2, 3, 4
WILLIAM JOSEPH FINEGAN b.s. business .vdministr.mton
2160 Pennington Road, Trenton, N,
J.
Doernenbui g Socielx 1, 2: /ntraniurals 1-8
£^^^\
^^g^Jl^
.A. PREPARATION FOR LAW
Lett to right:
JOHN FRANCIS FISHER B
809 W. Indiana .Ave.
Social Science Club 1, 2; Intramurals 4. 5
JOSEPH P.AUL FITZGERALD b.s. business AD^tINISTR.\TION
5429 Rutland St.
WILLIAM THOMAS FITZGERALD
2729 N. Bon.sall St.
Accounting Association 5, 6: I.R.C. 4, 5: Inlianiurals 7,
S. .\CCOUNTING
^1^ Jufll
B.A. MATHCM \TICb
B.S. ACCOUNTING
R.S. ACCOUNTING
riist row lelt lo iii;hl
PAUL R lL\Ck
Old York Road. laniison. Pa,
Vtirsily Club 7, 8, ] <nsily Siviinniing Team 1-8
JOHN ROBERT FLEMING
5716 Lena St.
Accounting Association 5, 6, 7, 8
WILLIAM DALY FLETCHER
92-1 N. 28th St.
Podium SocielY 1. 2: Accounting Association 5, 6, 7, 8
GEORGE ^V. FLOYD. JR. b.a. preparation for medicine
47-^2 Pine St.
Frcsliman Class Olficer. Secretary: Sigma Beta Kappa 4. 5, 6, 7, 8;
Radio Worksliop 3. 4: Doernenburg"Sociel\ 7. 8
VICTOR .4. FOLEN b.a. ['reparation for medicine
1500 S. 22nd St.
Pre-Medical Society 7, 8; i\'ewtonian Society 4; Radio Club 7, 8
Second low lelt lo irlit
\I\CE\r JJiMES FOLE\ b.a. physics
2522 S 20th St
\i a toman \oclet^ . Piesideiit 7, 8, Seoetaiy 2-6; Radio Club, Presi-
dent 2 8
ROBERT JOSEPH FOSTER b.s. business admini,str.\tion
3537 Vaux St.
JACOB FOX B.A. EDUCATION
2412 S. 4lh St.
Varsity Basketball 5, 6
THOM.AS MICHAEL FOY b.s. busine.ss ad.ministration
3527 N. 6th St.
Social Science Club 7. 8: Economics Club 7, 8
WILLI.AM D.\REY FR.\SER b.s. business administration
233 E. Meade St.
JP^
Left to ri;.^ht:
EDW ARD PAUL FRUNZI b.a. biology
5828 Chew Ave.
Podium Society 7. 8; Pre-Medical Society 5, 6, 7. 8: Bridge Cltd) 7, 8
CORNELIUS THOMAS G.^FFEY b.a. preparation for medicine
153 ^V. Logan St.
Pre-MedicaJ Sucietv 5, 6. 7, 8; Nexvlonian Society 3, 4: Doernt nburg
Society 5, 6. 7, 8
.A,NDRE\V THOMAS G.\LLAGHER B.s. business administration
22 S. Marion .\ve.. Ventnor. N. J.
Social Science Club 2; Out of Towners Club 7, 8: 'intramurals 3. 6. 7
^^^^
First row. left to right:
DANIEL F. GALLAGHER B.s. business administration
1931 W. Pacific St.
Social Science Club 7, 8
DANIEL J. GALLAGHER b.s. .vccountinc
436 .S. 54th St.
Accounting Association 7, 8; Economics Club 7, 8
JAMES MICHAEL GALLAGHER b.a. education
3412 N. 19th St.
Collegian 1, 2: Podium Society 3-8: Economics Club 5, 6, 7, 8;
Varsity Basketball 1, 2; Intrnmurnls 3-8
JOHN GERARD GALLAGHER b.s. accounting
7107 Louise .St.
Accounting Association 5, 6, 7, 8; Social Science Club 3, 4; Glee
Club 4; Bridge Club 7, 8
JOHN JOSEPH G.\LLAGHER b.s. economics
1516 Green St.
Explorer 6; Economics Club 7, 8; Intramurals 3, 4
Embryonic chemists.
Second row, left to right;
JOHN R. GALLAGHER b.s. .\ccounting
7343 Sommers Road
Accounting Association 7, 8
RALPH EUGENE GARRITANO. JR.
b.a. PREPAR.VriON FOR MEDICINE
6034 Christian St.
Collegian, Art Editor 4, 5: Masque 3-6; Pre-Medical Society 5-8;
Radio Workshop 4-7; Glee Club 4, 5: Varsity Track 1-8; Cross-
Connlry 5-7
|OHN JOSEPH GARRIT1 b.s. business administr.vtion
1354 W. Jerome St.
JAMES ER.WCIS GARVIN b.s. accounting
5621 Springfield Ave.
Collegian 1, 2: Accounting Association 5, 6, 7. 8; Economics Club
7. 8; ^Bridge Club 7, 8
MARTIN W. GEHLH.'\US b.s. business administration
7901 Provident Road
J'arsity Club 7. 8; Varsilx Stvimtning Team 3-8 Track Team 5, 6
_
First row, left to right:
PAUL EDWARD GILLESPIE B.s. accounting
7173 Cedar Park Ave.
Accounting Association 5. 6; Secrclary 7, 8: Adoration Society 4, 5;
Dean's List 4, 6
HEXRV PETER GILLINGHAM B.s. industrial management
2524 S. Hobson St.
GER,\LD AXTHOXV GLEASOX b.a. education
2053 Anchor St.
Podium Society 7, 8
JOSEPH LEOX GOELZ b.s. business ADMiNisrRATiON
1521 Cottman St.
Varsity Track Manager 1, 2
HERBERT GER.\LD GOLDM.\X b.a. preparation for dentistry
5701 Virginian Road
Collegian I, 2
Second row, left to right:
FR.4XCIS JOHN GORMAN b.a. education
311 Greenwood Ave., Gloucester City, X. J.
Cheerleader 1, 8; Intramurals 3-8
EDWARD JOSEPH GRADY b.s. accounting
70 E. Clapier St.
Senior Representative 7, 8; Accounting Association 5, 6, 7, 8: Sigma
Beta Kappa 5, 6, 7, 8
JOSEPH GERARD GREEXBERG B.s. business administr.\tion
6918 Rodney St.
farsity Club 1-8; Varsity Basketball 1-6, Captain 7, 8; Track I
MARIO NICHOLAS GRIMALDI b.a. preparation for medicine
6733 Elmwood Ave.
Pre-Medical Society 5. 6, 7, 8
ANTHONY RICHARD GRIXGERI b.a. English
2219 S. Ilth St.
Masque 1-8: Radio Workshop 4. 5, 6, Vice President 7, 8: The
Gavel 7. 8
Left to right:
MEL\'IX G. GRIZZARD
544 Adams Ave.
yeielonian SocietY 1. 2: Radio Club 1, 2
^£^M
The "House of Seven Gables" on the Air.
b.\. chemistry
, educationWILLIAM JAMES GROETSCH
147 Chelsea Ave., North Hills, Pa.
Masque 2, 3: Podium Socielv 5, 6, 7, 8; Social Science Club 3-8:
Adoration Society 5, 6: Varsitv Club 7, 8: Economics Club 7, 8;
Varsity Golf 3-8
'
CARMEN FR.\XCIS GU.\RIXO b.a. preparaiton for medicine
602 W. Butler St.
Pre-Medical Society 7. S: Neictonian Society 4; Adoration Society
7. 8: Doernenburg Society 5. 6
MS!^
U.S. .ACCOLiNTlNC.
IiilraDiiniili 4-8
B.S. .\CCOUNTING
rirst row. left to right;
VINCENT JOSEPH GUDIJONIS
1125 Wallace St.
Accounting Association 5, 6, 7, 8; I.R.C. a
JOHN JOSEPH GUERIN
5327 Castor Ave.
Accounting Association 6, 7, 8; Sigma Beta Kappa 6. 7, 8; Adoration
Society 7, 8; Pliilosopby Club 7, 8; Bridge Club 7. 8
HENRY JOHN GUNTHER B..\. history
3011 Eastern Ave., Baltimore, Md.
Social Science Club 3-8; Economics Club 7, 8; Historical Society 7, 8
HARRY JOSEPH HAGAN b.s. business administration
221 E. Sydney St.
FRANCIS ROBERT HAGERTY b.a. education
28 West Upsal St.
Second ro\^'. left to right;
CHARLES R. H.\GGERT\' b.s. business administration
4330 Sansom St.
Economics Club 5, 6, 7. 8
FRANCIS E. HALLORAN b.s. accounting
2858 Gaul St.
Accounting Association 6, 7, 8; Social Science Club 7, 8; Economics
Club 7, 8
JOHN MICHAEL HALLORAN b.s. accounting
3006 Cedar St.
Accounting Club 5, 6. 7, 8; Economics Club 7. 8
WILLIAM ROBERT HANDFORTH b.a. education
123 Seminole Ave., Norwood, Pa.
JOSEPH PATRICK HANSON b.s. business admifvISTRATION
2946 N. Bailev St.
Leit to light
RICHARD JOSEPH H.4RPER B.s. business administration
4801 "D" St.
Social Science Club 1, 2; I.R.C. 1, 2; Intramurals 3, 4
JAMES QUINN HARTY b.a. preparation for medicine
3 Summit St., Chestnut Hill
Collegian 3, 4; The Gavel 5, 6, 7, 8; Bridge Club 7, 8; Intramurals 3
FRANCIS JOSEPH HECK b.s. accounting
4807 "C" St.
Accounting Association 6, 7, 8
First row, left to right:
DONALD JOHN HEESEN B.A. I.Ncn.TSH
6333 Ross St.
CHARLES G. HEIL, JR. b.a. pricparahon for MiaMCiNE
5805 Stockton Road
Senior Class Representative 7, 8; Pre-Medical Society 5, 6, 7, 8;
Dean's List 4; Intramiirals 1-8
MATTHEW JOSEPH HESSION b.a. psvcholocv
4308 Cottmaii A\e.
JAMES A. HINCHEY, JR. B.s. business An.MiNiSTR.vTioN
2532 N. 9th St.
JOSEPH F. HINCHEY B.s. business .administration
3213 Disston St.
Accounting' Association 5, 6, 7. 8: Social Science Club 3, 4, 5. 6
Second voK. lelt to right:
LOUIS GEORGE HINES b.s. .xccounting
260 S. -Ilh St.
Explorer Staff 6: Podium Society 3-8; Accounting Association
5, 6, 7, 8; Social Science Club 4
WILLIAM JOSEPH HODGSON b.a. education
1406 Boulevard, Ship Bottom, N. J.
Podium Society 1-8; Social Science Club 7, 8: I.R.C. 7. 8; Doernen-
burg Society 5, 6, 7, 8
FRANCIS HENRY HOFFB.AUER b.s. business administration
236 Elm .\ve., Woodlvnne, N. J.
I.R.C. I. 2: [ntraniurals 1-4
MATTHEW THOMAS HORAN b.a. liberal arts
2708 S. 85th St.
THOMAS BERNARD HOWLEY b.s. business administration
1965 Chinch Lane
Podium Society 3-8: Signni Beta Kappa 7, 8; Social Science Club 3, 4
Left to right:
JOSEPH R. HUCK b.s. accounting
606 N. 3rd St.. Reading. Pa.
Explorer 7, 8: .iccouuling Association 5. 6, 7, 8: Adoration Society
5. 6, 7, 8: Out of Totvners Club 5, 6, 7, 8; [niramurals 5, 6, 7, 8
'
D.WID MARTIN HUNT b.s. accounting
6609 N. 20th St.
.iccounting .-issocialion 5, 6, 7, 8
Tl C>
. .£ J
First row, left to right:
EDWARD JOHN ICKIXGER
232 S. 3rd St.
Podium Society 1, 2; I.R.C. 6
LARRY HA\'ELOCR JACK.SOX
2625 N. 4th St.
Radio U'orkslwp 5, 6: Tlie Gavel 5-8
VINCENT FRANCIS JACOB I
2218 S. 66th St.
Social Science Club 3, 4, 7, 8: Intramurals 5-8
JAMES MARCELLUS JESBERGER
114 Barrett Road. ^Villow Grove, Pa.
Accounting Association 5, 6; I.R.C. 4
JAMES EDWARD JOHNSON b.s. business .-vdministration
'719 W. Wingohocking St.
B.A. EDUCATION
B.A. FRENCH
B.A. SOCIAL SCIENCE
B.S. ACCOUNTING
Second rou', left to right:
HILLERV ALBERT JOHNSTON b.a. i>Rn'AK.\rioN for law
1203 S. 19th St.
Podium Socielx 5, 6. 7. 8; Social Science Club 7. 8; Historical
Society, lice President 7, 8
EDWARD FRANCIS JONES, JR. b.a. preparation for law
5514 Pemberton St.
J.\MES WILLIAM JONES B.s. accounting
5210 "C" St.
Accounting Associatiotj 7, 8; Social Science Club 1. 2: Economics
Club 7, 8; Glee Club 5, 6; Track 2
CHARLES EDWARD JOSEPH
4261 Neilson St.
I'arsity Basketball 1, 2; Intramurals 3-8
ROBERT FRANCIS JOVNES
1131 S. 3rd St.
Social Science Club 1. 2
B.s. .\ccounting
B.s. accounting
The most popular class.
Left to right:
GEORGE ^V. JUNG
116 N. 11th St.
Accounling Association 5, 6, 7, 8; Intramurals 4, 5
DANIEL HOWARD KANE
5227 .Arlington St.
Social Science Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Intramurals 6
AVILLI.\M JOSEPH K.ANE B.s. business administration
730 W. Roosevelt Blvd.
B.s. accounting
b.a. education
^- ^%
^ k f
K^d
First row, left to right:
LOUIS MARIAN KANIECKI
4731 Cooper St.
Accounlins. .-tsiocialioti 7, 8
B.S. ACCOUNTING
JAMES EDWARD REASHOX b.s. lasiNtss administration
4347 \. Fairhill St.
Collegian 1. 2: Vanily Truck 1-6; rarsily Cmss-Cotinlry 3, 4
Intramurals 1. 2. 3. 4
JOHN F. KEEBI.ER. JR. is.s. accountinc
7553 Gilbert St.
Accounting Association 5, 6, 7, 8: Intrammals 3. 4
GEORGE THOMAS REELEV b.s, busini ss AnMiNisiK viion
252 S. 23rd St.
JOSEPH FREDERICK REISER
7049 Torresdale Me.
Intramurals 4, 5
B.\. KDUCAtlON
.A. EI>UCATI0N
Second row, left to right:
JAMES FRANCIS RELLY
62 W. Sharpnack St.
Collegian 1. 2: Inlrnniiirals 3, 4, 5
LEO PHILIP RELLV B.s. bisiness administr.^tion
6355 Mershoii St.
PETER JOSEPH RELL'i', JR. B.s, business administr.^tion
228 W. Sparks St.
Economics Club 7, 8: Track 1, 2
PHILIP FRANCIS KELLY b.s. business administration
1137 W. Erie .\\e.
Intrnnuirals 1-8
\ INCENT J. RELLY B.s. business administr.vhon
3232 "F" St.
Economics Club 7, 8
Good news on the Bulletin Board.
Lett to right:
JOHN JOSEPH RENNEDY b.a, social science
2715 N. Ringgold St.
JOSEPH LEO KENNEDY b.a. history
3381 Edgeinont St.
Podium Society 4-8; Social Science Club 6, 7, 8; Pltilosopliv Club
7, 8; Historical Society 7, 8
DAVID JOSEPH RERR b.a. preparation for law
4900 Germanlown Ave.
Masque 1, 2; Senior Class Represenlulive 7, 8
First row, left to right:
DANIEL JOSEPH KNAEBEL B.s. accounting
317 Roberta Ave.. Collingdale. Pa.
Accounting Association 7, 8: Social Science Club 5, 6
ROBERT D KOECHER b.s. accounting
629 .Ashmeade Road, Clieltenliam. Pa.
Accounting Association 7, 8
STANLEY JOSEPH KOPACZ B.. A. education
232 Davis Ave., Clifton Heights. Pa.
WILLL^M FRANCIS KULLMAN b.a. education
256 Wembly Road, Upper Darby, Pa.
Golf 1
HENRY LEO LABEDZIEWICZ b.s. business administrvtion
9-15 S. 2nd St.
Social Science Club 3, 4; Accounting Association 6. 7, 8: Intra-
murah 2, 3, 4. 5. 6, 7
Second row, left to right:
GEORGE LAPIHUSKA b.s. .vccounting
5446 Regent St.
Accounting Associatioti 6. 7, 8
JOHN JOSEPH LAWN B.s, business administration
7445 Germantown Ave.
f'arsity Club 4; l'arsit\ Baseball 2; Varsity Crew 3; Intramurals 1-6
D.WID L.WVRENCE b.a. history
147 La Belle St.. Pittsbnrgh, Pa.
Podium Societx 7, 8: J.R.C. 3, 4; Historical Society 7, 8; Intramurals
3, 6
FRANCIS J. LEAHY b.a. history
2235 S. Shields St.
Podium Societx 7. 8; Social Science Club 7, 8; Historical Society,
President 7, 8; Intramurals 2, 4, 7
HENRY F. LENTZSCH B.s. business administration
45 \V'estervelt .^ve., Plainfield, N, J,
Varsitv Club 2, 3, 4: Out of Towners Club 6, 7. 8: Varsity Swim-
ming 1. 2, 3. 4
Left to right:
MARTIN LOUIS LEONARD
225 N, Franklin St., Wilmington, Del.
Accounting Association 7, 8: Social Science Club 6. 7
PAUL JOHN LEONARD
332 W. Logan St.
Creio 4; Intramurals I, 5, 7
M.\TTHEW THOMAS LETTIERI b.a. preparviion for medicine
200 Hnntley Road, LIpper Darbv, Pa.
B.s. accounting
.A. education
II
u
First row. left to right:
JAMES JOSEPH LEMS B.S. BUSINESS ADMIMStKAlK
1927 Wynnewood Road
The Explorer 6; Sigma Beta Kappa, Secretary 7.
Doernenberg Society 7, 8
BERNARD CHARLES LINDINGER
4160 N. Franklin St.
Accounting Association 5, 6, 7, 8; Bridge Club 7.
THOMAS RICHARD LINTON
3328 Geriiiantoun Ave.
Podium Society 7, 8; Economics Club 7, 8: Adoration Society 5, 6
ROBERT FRANCIS LION E.s. business .ADMiNrsTRATioN
16 Merwood Drive. L'pper Darby, Pa.
FRANCIS ANDREW LIVOLSV b.a. liberal arts
6029 Van Dvke St.
Dean's List 3.
B.S. ACCOUNTING
B.A. economics
Second row, left to right:
RICHARD JOSEPH LLOYD b.a. economics
17 W. Gowen Ave.
Economics Club 6, 7, 8
BERNARD THOMAS LOFTUS b.a. preparation for medicine
6736 N. 7th ,St.
Pre-Medical Society 5, 6, 7, S
JOHN J. LUMSDEN b.a. education
6036 Wissahickon Ave,
Podium Society 1-6; Social Science Club 5, 6: Varsity Club 5, 6, 7, 8;
Varsity Suiimming Team 1-8
JOSEPH G. LUTEK b.s. accounting
1211 S. 3rd St.
Accou7iting Association 7, 8; Social Science Club 5, 6; J'arsity Club
7, 8: J'arsity 'Baseball 6, 8
JOHN JACOB LUXEMBURGER b,;
402 Acker Terrace
Podium Society 3, 4; Accojintiug Association 5, 6, 7, 8
accounting
Left to right:
JOHN .ANTHONY LYNCH b.s. accounting
Centreville, R. D. (1, Wilmington, Del,
Explorer 7, 8; Accountiiig Association 5, 6, Treasurer 7. 8; Eco-
nomics Club 7, 8: Adoration Society 7, 8; Dean's List 4, 5, 6
WILLIAM ALOYSIUS LYNCH
2340 W, Harold St,
B,.\, sociology
WILLIAM J. LYNCH INDUSTRL\L MANAGEMENT
4346 N. 3rd St.
First row, left to right:
FRANK JOHN LYONS. JR. b.a. prkparation for NtEDici-NE
715 E. Mermaid Lane
Pre-Medknl Society 5, 6, 7, S
JOHN JOSEPH ALvcDONALD, JR. b.s. accounting
1948 S. Redfield St.
Accounting Association 7. 8
WILLIAM FRANCIS MacMULLEN b.a. economics
10304 A Shore Lane
Varsity Club 7, 8: Varsity Crexv 5, 6, 7, 8
THOMAS MNCENT MacNAMARA b.s. business administration
2727 S. 10th St.
I.R.C. 3, 4; Economics Club 7, 8: Intraniurals 1, 2, 3, 4
CHARLES JOSEPH McCLOSKEY b.a. liberal arts
3420 Futton St., Muskegon, Mich.
Adoration Society 4, 5; Out of Towners Club 7, 8
Second row. left to right:
JAMES PAUL McCONNELL b.s. accountinc.
400 S. 45th St.
Accounting Association 5, 6. 7, 8: Glee Club 1-6
JAMES PAUL McCOOL b.s. business .administration
3723 N. 10th St.
Secretary of Class "49, 7, 8: Podium Society 7, 8; Social Science
Club 5, 6; Sigma Beta Kappa 3-8
ANDRE^V B. McCOSKER, JR. b.a. liberal arts
4832 N. Sydenham St.
Masque 1-8, Treasurer 5, 6; Radio ^Vorksliop 2-8, Vice President,
5, 6, President 7, 8
J.\MES FRANCIS McCROSSEN b.s. busine.ss .\dministr.\tion
5823 N. Broad St.
Social Science Club 1-8: Varsity Club 5, 6, 7, 8; Tennis Team 1-i
JOSEPH F. McDERMOTT b.s. business administration
811 W. Erie .\ve.
Adoration Society 7, 8
Between classes in Leonard Hall.
B--
First row, left to right:
WILLIAM JOSEPH McDONNELL B.S. BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
B.A. EDUCATION
B.A. EDUCATION
4818 N. Carlisle St.
ROBERT EMMETT McDONOUGH
5733 Springfield Ave.
Doernenbiirg Society 5-8, Treasurer 5, Secretary
FRANCIS JOSEPH McELDOWNEY
622 W. Allegheny Ave.
Social Science Clul) 7. 8; Historical Society 7, 8
WILLIAM JOSEPH McFEETERS. JR. B.s. .\ccountin(;
708 Church St., North Wales, Pa.
Accounting Association 5, 6, 7, 8; Social Science Club 4, 5
PAUL GERALD McGINNIS B.s. business administration
25 S. Rigbv .Ave., Lansdowne. Pa.
Masque Stage Creic 1, 2,' 3;' Radio Forum 1, 2; Glee Club I, 2, 3;
Swimming Team 3
Second row, left to right:
JOHN ALOVSIUS McGINTY. JR.
5357 Vociim St.
Explorer 7. 8: Podium Society 7. 8: X.F.C.C.S., Regional Secretary
2, 3: Glee Club 7, 8: Adoration Society 4, 5
GEORGE PHILIP McGOVERN
916 E. Stafford St.
Podium Society 7, 8; Accounting Association
Club 1, 2
RICHARD C. McGROARTV b.a. education
210 E. Glenolden .Ave., Glenolden, Pa.
JOHN L. McH.ALE b.a. prepar vrioN for law
2518 S. 17th St.
Collegian 2, 3, 4
JOSEPH L.AWRENCE MCLAUGHLIN b.s. accounting
114 N. 62nd St.
Accounting Association 5, 6, 7, 8
B.s. liberal .\rts
b.s. vccounting
8; Social Science
The class of 1949 exercises its fran-
chise.
Left to right:
WILLIAM JOHN McLAUGHLIN b.a. preparation for medicine
514 E. Clearfield St.
Podium Society 3. 4: Pre-Medical Society 1, 8: Newtonian Society
7, 8: Dean's List 3, 5 -
ROBERT FRANCIS McMACKIN b.a. education
5010 N. 4th St.
Collegian 1-8, Circulation Manager 3-8; Explorer, Associate Editor
1. 8: I.R.C., Executive Committee 5, 6; Adoration Society 5, 6;
Historical Society 7, 8; Dean's List 4, 5, 6
ED\V.\RD LINDSAY McQUAID b.a. preparation for .medicine
719 Moore .Ave.. Brvn Mawr. Pa.
Glee Club 1,2
F̂irst row. left to right:
CHARLES EDWARD McSHANE b.s. business administration
135 Wildwood Ave., East Lansdowne, Pa.
Sigma Beta Kappa 5, 6. 7. 8
VINCENT JOSEPH McSHANE b.s. accounting
1723 St. Paul St.
Accounting Association 5, 6, 7, 8; Social Science Club 5. 6
JOSEPH AUSTIN M.-VGRATH b.s. business administration
1648 Pratt St.
Podium Society 7, 8: I.R.C. 7. 8: Intramurals i. 7, 8
JAMES JOSEPH M.\GUIRE. JR.
1452' Akott St.
Accounting Association 5, 6. 7, 8: Intramurals 1,
JOHN MAICHER
6027 Morton St.
Podium Society 2. 3, 4; Social Science Club 3, 4, 5, 6; Economics
Club 4-8, lice'President 7. 8
l.S. .\CCOUNTING
B.A. EDUCATION
Secoiul ro\\ . left to rii»lit:
WALTER J. MALLOV
217 Ryers .\ve., Clieltenham. Pa.
\ewtonian Society 3S:'I.R.C. 3, 4, 5; Radio Club 5, 6, 7, 8
FERDINAND FRANCIS MALONEY
1468 Kenwood Ave.. Camden.
B.A. PHYSICS
B.s. .\CCOUNTING
N. J.
JOSEPH P. MANGERUGA, JR. b.a. preparation for medicine
45 N. Kingston .\ve., .\tlantic Citv. N. J.
Bridge Club 7, 8
WILLL\M JOSEPH M.\NSON, JR. b.s. business administr.\tion
807 E. Washington Ave.
Social Science Club 3, 4: Varsity Club 7, 8: Bridge Club 7, 8;
I'arsity Siuimming 1. 2, 3; I'arsity Track 2
JOSEPH GERARD MARKMANN b.s. accounting
597 E. Alcott St.
Accounting Association 5, 6, 7, 8: Bridge Club 7, 8
Left to right:
WILLIAM H. MARSDEN b.s. business .\dministration
428 Unruh St.
Accounting Association 7, 8; Social Science Club 7, 8; I.R.C. 7. 8
FRANK W.\LTER MARTE b.s. business administration
6757 Limekiln Piice
HENRY \'ICTOR MARTIN B.s. business administration
5415 Akron St.
i
\CCOUMI.\G
First low. left to ii^ht
HARRY JOSEPH MASOX. JR.
6351 Rising Sun Ave.
Accounting Association 5, 6. 7, 8; Social Science Club I. 2
ARTHUR WILLIAM M.\SSIMIANO b.s. business administration
6216 Lucilou- St.
Social Science Club 6, 7. 8; Adoration Society 6, 7, 8
FRANK J. MATEJIK b.s. accounting
420 Passmore St.
Explorer 5, 6: Accounting Association 2. 3; Manager's Club 7. 8:
Golf Team, Manager 5. 6, 7. 8
PAUL PETER MAZZA b.a. accounting
4102 X. 6th St.
Podium Society 7. 8; Social Science Club 5, 6. 7, 8: Economics
Club, Chairman 7, 8
JOHN PATRICK. MEEHAX b.s. business administration
1500 S. 2nd St.
Social Science Club 7, 8: Economics Club 7. 8
Second row. left to right:
M.ATTHEW LEO MEEHAX B.s. business ad.ministration
1807 W. Albanus St.
Economics Club 7. 8
[GSEPH PAUL MEL\IX" b.s. .\ccountinc
,5316 Upland St.
Accounting Association 5, 6. 7. 8
JOSEPH THOM.\S METZLER B.s. business administration
1226 \V. Luzerne St.
CH.ARLES JOHN MICSKO. JR. b.s. accounting
5960 .\lma St.
Accounting Association 5, 6, 7. 8; Sigma Beta Kappa 6, 7, 8;
Social Science Club 5, 6: Adoration Societx 7. 8
JOSEPH JOHN MIELE b.s. accounting
246 N. Simpson St.
Accounting Association 5. 6. 7, 8; Glee Club 7, 8; Adoration Society
4, 5
Le£t to light
JOHN LEONARD MIXTZER
5505 Vocum St-
Podium Society 7, 8: Adoration Society 6, 7
E.A. education
8: Historical Society 7. 8
LAWRENCE HENRY MOXWCO b.a. preparation for medicine
4670 Torresdale .Ave.
Podium Society 1. 2; Pre-Medical Society, Parliamentarian 5, 6. 7, 8;
Newtonian Society 3, 4; Intrannirals 6
ALFRED RICH.\RD MONTONWRIO B.s. business ad.ministration
434 Jefferson Ave., Downingtown. Pa.
First row, left to right:
JOSEPH PATRICK. MOOXEV, JR. b. a. economics
1213 ^Vagncr \\e.
EcnnoDiics Club B. 6. 7. H: I'onitY Track Team -I
RICH.XRD F. .\fOO\EV B.S. lil'SINESS .\DMINISTR.\riON
460 E. Thompson St.
I'lirsily Club 7. H; Economics Club 7, 8: Cn-w 4, 6, 8
EDW.ARD IGNATIUS MOORE b.s. .vccouming
3944 "K" St.
Accounting Association 7, 8
JOHN E. MOORE B.s. .accounting
338 E. Eleanor St.
Pndiuui Society 7, 8; Accounting Association 5, 6, 7. 8: I'arsity
Club 7, 8; Varsity Golf 3-8
LOUIS MORGENSTERN b..v. educmton
6129 Webster St.
PiHtiuu, Society 3. 4: fV>rv//v Basketball 1, 2; Dean's List 4
Second row, left to right:
JOHN FRANCIS MOROSS B.s. business vdmimstrvhon
5655 Musgrave St.
Social Science Club 1
DANIEL A. MORRIS B.s. business .administr.\tion
4514 Baltimore Ave.
Senior Class Representative 1, 8; Social Science Club 7, 8; Economics
Club 7, 8; Philosophy Club 7, 8
JOHN GERARD MORRISON ' b.a. chemistry
2421 N. 5th .St.
Varsity Club 2-8: Praefectus Club 5, (J, 7, 8; J'arsity S',eimming'
Team, Matiager 1-8 :
JOHN F. MORRISSEV B.S. business ADMINISrRATION
4527 Bleigh Ave.
Economics Club 5, 6, 7, 8
JOSEPH CHARLES MULHOLLAND
1840 Gladstone St.
Accounting Association 5, 6, 7, 8: Adoration Society 4, 5; Intra-
murals 2, 4, 6, 7
B.S. accounting
Mr. Heil tunes
inauguration.
the presidential
^.
^s •
Left to right:
EDWARD MARION MUR \^\'SKI b.a. ereparation FOR LAW
I IL'O Ahncnul St.
Varsity Club 7, 8: Tennis I, am :'. S
EDWARD
J.
MURPHV, JR. b.a. economics
Sedgwick Garden ,\pts.. Sedgwick S; McCallum Sts.
Economics Club 5, 6, 7, 8: Golf 3: Dean's List 5, 6
JOHN JOSEPH MYERS b.a. education
5205 N. Howard St.
Podium Society 1-5: Social Science Club: I.R.C. 1. 2. 3, 4: Economics
Club 5, 6, 7; Intramurals 3, 4, 5. G
rirst row. lelt to liulu:
EDWARD STEl'HEN XEDEROSTEK b.s. business administr-VIIon
413 Hillside Ave., Cementon, Pa.
Social Science Club 1, 2: Out of Tozviien Club 5, 6, 7, 8; Intra-
711 urals 1, 2, 5, 6, 7
MICHAEL F. NEWELL, JR. b.s. .A.ccouNTiNf.
1012 Umuh Ave.
Accounting Association 7, 8
JO.SEPH THOM.'\,S NEWS b.s. business .administration
6904 Rising Sun Ave.
Social Science Club 7, 8; Varsity Tennis 5, 6, 7, 8; Varsity Club
5. 6. 7, 8
CHARLES MICH.AEL NICKEL b.s. .vccounting
359 West Chester Pike. Havertoun. Pa.
Accounting Association 5, 6, 7, 8
ALBERT ANTHONY MCOLO
1740 S. 9th St.
Accounting Association 5, 6. 7. 8
B.s. .\CCOUNTINC
SlichuI i<>«. left to right:
rHOM.\S JOHN XIESSEN B.s. accounting
101 E. Wyoming Ave.
Accounting Association 5, 6, 7, 8; Intramurals 3, 4, 5, 6
JOHN CYRIL NOL.'VN b.a. soci.vL science
505 Simimit .'\ve.. Jenkintown. Pa.
Senior Class Representative 7. 8; Social Science Club 7. 8; Philosophy
Club 6, President 7, 8; Dean's List 4. 5, 6
|OHN THOMAS NOLAN B.A. EDUCATION
B.A. CHEMISTRY
4500 Magee St.
THOMAS JOSEPH NOONE
5708 Willows Ave.
JOHN R. NORPEL b.a. prep.\ration for law
827 Serrill .4ve., Yeadon, Pa.
Vice President, Senior Class; Collegian 1, 2; Podium Society 3, 4,
5. 6, President 7, 8; Social Science Club 7, 8: Historical Society
7. 8: French Club, Secretary 5, 6; Deans List 5. 6
The Dean distributes honor pins.
^
Left to riuht
GERALD PAUL NUGENT b.a. liberal .arts
14th Ave. & Fayett_e St., Conshohotken. Pa.
Podium Society 7, 8; Social Science Club 7. 8; Dramatics 7, 8
CHARLES ANTHON^ O BRTEN r.s. business viiMiNistRATios
1522 N. Fckon St.
Economics Club 5. (J, 7, 8
WALTER GERALD OCONNELL b.s. business ADMiNiSTRvrioN
3160 Tulip St.
Social Science Club 1. 8; Economics Club 7, 8
i
First row, left to right:
ROBERT B. O'CONNOR E.s. business administration
454 E. Tiilpeliocken St
Social Science CIiili 3
CHARLES J. ODONNELL b.a. education
1336 E. Ritteiihoiise St.
Social Science Club 3, 4; Intianiiirals 5, 6
HARRY JOSEPH ODONNELL b.a. education
4201 Shelmire Ave.
Social Science Club 5, 6; Varsity Club 7, 8; Varsity Baseball 5, 6, 7, 8
EUGENE FRANCIS O'NEILL b.a. education
5322 Walton Ave.
Adoration Society 5, 6, 7, 8
JAMES JOSEPH O'NEILL. JR. b.s. business .\dministr.vtion
265 Lindley Ave.
Economics Club 7, 8
Second row, lett to right:
EDWARD STANLEY ONICHIMOWSKI
e.s. business administration
963 Marcella St.
B.s. accountingJOHN ANTHONY PAGLIEI
4807 Princeton Ave.
Accounting Association 5, 6, 7, 8; Dean's List 3, 6
WILLIAM ANTRIM PATTON, JR. b.s. business .administration
Summit Ave., Broomall, Pa.
CAMILLO WILLIAM PEDICONE b.s. accounting
1641 S. Carlisle St.
Accounting Association 5, 6, 7. 8; Intramurals 1-8 Dean's List 5, 6
THOMAS LEONARD PEPPER. JR.
2646 N. 8th St.
Accountini! Association 5. 6. 7. 8; Intramurals 5, 6
B.s. accounting
Lett to right:
HERBERT THOMAS PICUS
5810 Cedar Ave.
Pre-Medical Society 5, 6, Treasurer 7, 8; Varsity Club 7, 8; Varsity
Tennis 3-8
ALFRED B. PIOTROWSKI
4485 Livingstone St.
B.A. BIOLOGY
B.A. CHEMISTRY
LADISLAUS S. PIOTROWSKI
510 S. Front St.
Basketball 1, 2, Manager 1, 2
B.A. SOCIAL science
If 7!
fsk
-'•"^ im
First row, left to right:
ALPHONSE WILLIAM PITNER
3083 Aramiiigo St.
JOHN C. PLUNKETT
419 Linden St.. Jenkintown. Pa.
Accounting Association 5, 6, 7, 8; Intramuriils 3, 4
JOSEPH A. PLUNKETT
419 Linden St., Jenkintown, Pa.
Accounting Association 5, 6, 7, 8; Dean's List 6
JOSEPH VINCENT POLISTINA b.a. preparation for medicine
2326 Arctic Ave.. Atlantic City, N. J.
WALTER R. POLTOR.A.K
1516 Kerbaugh St.
B.A EDUCATION
i.S. ACCOUNTING
B.S. ACCOUNTING
B.A. EDUCATION
Second row, left to right:
JOHN FR.'VNCIS POWER B.S. business administration
110 \Vvcombe Ave.. Lansdowne, Pa.
Sigma Beta Kappa 5, 6, 7, 8
THOMAS BERNARD QUAID b.a. education
423 W. Rockland St.
Podium Society, Secretary 5, 6; Operatic Director 7, 8; Glee Club,
Director 7, 8; Radio Workshop 5-8; Dramatics, Musical Director 5-8
JAMES JOSEPH QUIGLEY . B.S. accounting
2336 A Beachhead Road
Intramurals 1-6
FRANCIS A. QUINDLEN b.a. French
7124 Pennsylvania Ave., Bywood, Pa.
I.R.C. 3; Freiuh Club 5, 6
THOMAS J. QUINLAN b.a. education
544 Unriih St.
]'ice President, Junior Class 5. 6: Student Council 5, 6; Collegian
5, 6, 1, 8: N.S.A. 6, 7, 8; Philosophy Club 7, 8
Left to right:
JOHN JOSEPH QUINN
3720 N. Carlisle St.
Collegian 1, 2: Adoration Society 7, 8
JOHN WILLIAM OUINN
4517 N. Reese St.
SAMUEL J. RANIERI b.s. .accounting
1820 S. I6th St.
Accounting Association 5, 6, 7, 8; Social Science Club 7, 8
. sociology
B.A. education
^iMf^
0^
B.S. ACCOUNTING
B.A. LIBERAL ARTS
First row. left to right:
THOMAS NtARTIN REDANAUER
1726 W. Bristol St.
Accouiiling Association 6, 7, 8
JOHN JAMES REDMOND
6543 Giiyer Ave.
JOHN JOSEPH REILLY B.S. business ad.mimstration
1130 Wagner Ave.
R.WMOND B. REINL b.a. preparation for law
7414 Palmetto St.
Social Science Club 7, 8: Historical Society, Sec.-Treas. 7, 8;
Jntramurah 1-8
EMANUEL MICHAEL RENZI b.a. biology
1711 S, 10th St.
Pre-Medical Society 5, 6, 7, 8; Newtonian Society 5. 6, 7, 8; Dean's
List 3, 4, 5, 6
Starting lineup for a Campus Bull
Session.
Second row. left to right:
GLENDON EDWARD ROBERTSON, JR.
B.S. BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
22 Ambler Road, Merchantville, N. J.
Sigma Beta Kappa. Vice President 5, 6, President 7. 8: J'arsity Club,
Vice President 7, 8; Varsity Crew 3, 4, 7, 8; Intramurals 3-8
JOHN MICHAEL ROBINSON b.s. business administration
3754 Pulaski Ave.
HERBERT ROLLAND b.a. education
5554 Hillcreek Court
I.R.C. 5, 6; Historical Society 7, 8; Intramurals 3-8
JOHN CHRISTOPHER ROSANIA B.s. accounting
525 W. Westmoreland St.
Podium Society 3-6; Accounting Association 7, 8; Sigma Beta
Kappa 6, 7, 8; Social Science Club 3
ALBERT WILLL\M ROSTIEN b.s. business adminisiration
5517 "SVestford Road
Left to right:
WILLI.\M A. ROTHWELL b.s. business administration
6951 Cedar Park Ave.
IRVING MEYER RUSH b.a. liberal arts
5635 N. 11th St.
Podium Society 7, 8; I.R.C. 7, 8; Historical Society 7, 8
First row. left to right:
LA^VREXCE EUGENE RUSH, JR. b.s. business administration
5219 Clarkson -\ve.
JOHN' JOSEPH RVAX B.s. accounting
1117 Bell Ave., Yeadon, Pa.
Accounting Association 1, 8
JOHX PATRICK RYAN b.s. accounting
3437 "G" St.
President, Senior Class; Accounting Association 5, 6, 7, 8: Social
Science Club 1, 2; Philosophy Club 7, 8
THOMAS JOSEPH RYAN b.s. accounting
2941 W. Wishart St.
Senior Class Representative; Accounting Association 7, 8
\VILLIAM FRANCIS RYDER, JR. b.a. social science
2325 S. 12th St.
Accounting Association 5. 6: Social Science Club 7, 8: Economics
Club 7, 8: Intramurals 2, 3, 4
Second roi\', left to right:
NICHOLAS R. SACCHETTI b.s. .\ccountinc
31 Overhill Road, Upper Darbv. Pa.
Accounting Association 7, 8; Social Science Club 7, 8
FR.AN'CIS JOSEPH S.\I.LEY b.a. liberal arts
4950 Wellington St.
French Club 5, 6; Adoration Society 1. 8
WILLIAM FRANCIS SAPANARO b.a. preparation for medicine
Richboro, Bucks County, Pa.
Glee Club 5, 6, 7, 8
CHARLES W. SCARP.\ b.a. biology
2229 S. I8th St.
Podium Society 1, 2, 3, 4; Pre-Medical Society 5, 6, 7, 8
STEPHEN A. SCHELL
817 W. Fisher Ave.
Accounting Association 5, 6. 7, 8; Bridge Club
B.s. .accounting
Left to riglu:
FRANCIS ^VILLIAM SCHLUKERBIER
4105 JSf. 9th St.
Accounting Association 7, 8
C.\RL H. SCHMITTINGER
3130 Longshore A\e.
Newtonian Society 3-8 Radio Club 5. 6, 7, S
JOHN JOSEPH SCHNEPP
b.s. .accounting
B..\. SCIENCE
.A. LIBERAL .ARTS
Dramatics
284 Hampden Road, Upper Darby. Pa.
A^M^ih
First row, lel't to right:
GERARD J. SCHORN B.s. accounting
532 Unruh St.
Arcoiintitig Association 5, 6. 7. 8
RICHARD EDWARD SCHOULTZ b.s. business administration
4505 N. 8th St.
Accounting Association 7, 8: Track Team 2. 4, 6
WILLIAM CHARLES SCHRANDT, JR. b.a. mathematics
206 Kent Road, Upper Darby. Pa.
FRANCIS J. SCULLY, JR. b.s. accounting
5940 Trinity St.
Class Treasurer 5, 6; Student Council, Vice President 5. 8, President
6; Collegian. Art Editor 6, 7; Explorer, Editor in Chief 6, 7, 8;
N.S.A. 5: Dramatics, Set Desiirner 7, 8; Dean's List 5, 6
CARL \V. SHARER
4535 Pulaski Ave.
Accounting Association 7, 8; Varsity Club
B.s. ACCOUNTING
Track Team 3-8
Second row, left to right:
FREDERICK JOSEPH SIMMONS b.s. busini ss ^oministration
2813 Emerald St.
Social Science Club 1, 2: Adoration Society 3, 4
CHARLES B. SIMPSON b.s. .\ccountinc
1515 Chew St.
Accounting Association 7. 8: Social Science Club 5, 6
CH.\RLES R, SMITH b.s. business administr.vtion
215 W. Walnut Lane
CHESTER EDWARD SMITH b.a. preparation for medicine
265 W. Rittenhouse St.
Pre-Medical Society 6, 7, 8
EUGENE JOSEPH SMITH b.s. accounting.
4437 Frankford Ave.
Podium Society 4: Accounting Association 5. 6, 7, 8: Social Science
Club 4; Baseball Team 2, 4, 6
Left to light
JOHN CHRISTOPHER SMITH b.a. preparation for medicine
6052 N. 2nd St.
Podium Society 5, 6, 7. 8: Glee Club 3; The Gavel 7, 8
ROBERT I. SMITH B.A. preparation FOR LAW
3446 W. Penn St.
CH.\RLES WARREN SN'i'DER b.a. preparation for medicine
977 AUengrove St.
Pre-Medical Society 7, 8; Newtonian Society 3; Adoration Society 5-8
^ ^
ksh^^^m
First row, lelt lo right:
CARMEN JOSEPH SPINELLI B.s. AccoLiNTiNt;
1727 S. Mole St.
Podium Societv 2-8: Accounting Association 1, 2. 3, 4
JOHN CASIMER STAXKIEWICZ, JR. b.s. business .admimstratio.n
4605 McKinley St.
SALX'ATORE JOSEPH STEA B.s. .\ccolinting
159 Springton Road. Upper Darbv. Pa.
Accounting Association 5, 6, 7, 8
JAMES JOSEPH STOKES b.s. .accounting
2444 E. Huntingdon St.
Accounting Association 5, 6. 7, 8; Economics Club 7, 8; I.R.C. 3. 4
WILLIAM P. SUKOSKY B..\. liber.\l .\rts
23 Pulaski St., Kingston. Pa.
Collegian 3, 4, 5; Out of Towners Club 4
(ii^iia
Second loiv, left to right:
EDW.\RD .\NTHONY STANTON b.s. business administration
4800 Cedar Lane. Drexel Hill, Pa.
HENRY CHARLES TADDEI b.a. education
140 E. Glenside Ave., Glenside, Pa.
Collegian Staff 5, 6, 7, 8; Podium Society 5, 6, 7, 8; Social Science
Club 7, 8; I.R.C. 7, 8
WILLIAM HARRISON TENNANT b.a. liberal arts
Hotel Hamilton. Daytoha Beach, Fla.
Podium Society 5, 6, 7, 8; Glee Club 1, 8; Photograpliic Society
7, 8; Out of Toioners Club 5, 6, 7, 8
JOSEPH E. THIEL
2230 S. 69th St.
.iccounting Association 7, 8: Intramurah 1, 2
B.s. accounting
JOHN J. THOMPSON
IntiYunuials 4-8
B.A. education
915 W. Auburn St.
AL\I R\()\ H. THOMSON b.a. prepar.\tion for medicine
1404 E. Palmer St.
Podium SocietY 7, 8
EDWARD G. TITTERTON. JR. b.s. accounting
2616 S. Deivey St.
.-Iccounting .-issociation 7, 8
CHARLES ASTON TOCKNELL b.s. business administration
4825 .A,ubrev .A\e.
Dean's List 3. 4, 5
First vow. left to right:
CHARLES DOMINIC TOMEO b
1510 S. 9th St.
Accoimling Association 7, 8; Social Science Club 1,
JAMES JOSEPH TOMPKINS
714 W. Fishers Ave.
Podium Society 1-5; Newtonian Society 3. 4; I.R.C. 4
ACCOUiNriNC
B.A. IIBKRAL ARTS
PETER JOHN TRAINOR
6033 Jefferson St.
Accountina Association 5, 6
B.S. ACCOUNTING
CHARLES JOSEPH TROIS
410 W. Roosevelt Botilevard
Acciiunlino A.ssorialion 5, 6, 7, 8; Social Science Club 1. 2
STANLEY JOSEPH TRZCINSKI
5577 Hillcreek Mall
Accounting Association 5, 6, 7. 8
B.S. ACCOUNTING
B.A. ACCOUNTING
Second row, left to right:
ROBERT GEORGE TULLY b.s. accounting
911 W. .Somerset St.
Podium Society 3-8- Accounting Association 5-8: Sigma Beta Kappa
6, Treasurer 7, 8; Social Science Club 3, 4: Pliotograpliic Society 5-8
JOSEPH JOHN TYLKOWSKI B.A. science
309 Summit Ave., West Reading. Pa.
Out of Touniers Club 7, 8
JAMES D. TYNAN b.a. social science
1471 Hampstead Road
Social Science Club 7, 8; Philosophy Club 7. 8
THOMAS E. VARRONE b.s. business .\dminisi ration
2906 N. 23rd St.
Social Science Club 2; Philosophy Club 7, 8: Dean's List 5, 6
DOMINICK PHILIP VIGGIANO B.s. ,\ccounting
301 Copley Road, Upper Darby. Pa.
Acconntin" Association 5. 6. 7, 8; The Gavel 7. 8
Nor rain, nor snow, nor transporta-
tion strike . . .
Left to right:
LOUIS XAVIER VIGGIANO b.a. preparation for medicine
301 Copley Road. Upper Darby. Pa.
Pre-Medical Society, Vice President 7, 8; Adoration Society 5, 6. 7, 8
EUGENE F. VOLZ b.a, education
3104 Robbins Ave.
Podium Society 7, 8; Social Science Club 7, 8
CHARLES P. WALKER, JR. b.a. education
311 W. Indiana Ave.
Collegian Staff 4-8; Podium Society 2; Sigma Beta Kappa 5, 6, 7, 8;
Dean's List 6
^^iil^
'AMk Mil
B.S. ACCOUNTINC
B.S. ACCOUNTING
B.A. EDUCATION
First rou. left lo right:
CHARLES IRANCIS WALSH
523H Carlisle St.
Accounting Associntion 7, 8
WILLLAM ANTHONY WALSH
1117 S. Wilton St.
Accounting Association 7. 8
FRANCIS J. WALTON
5031 Dtiffield St.
Explorer Staff 5. 6: Collegian Staff 1-6; Social Science Club 6, 7;
I.R.C. 6: Historical Society 7, 8; Dean's List 4, 5
GEORGE \VALKER WEAKLAND b.a. LiBicRAr arts
702 E. Main St., Moorestown, N. J.
Collegian 3, 4. 5. 6
CLARENCE WEBB b.a. science
2729 N. 13ch St.
Economics Cliil) 2. 3. 4; Newtonian Society 7, 8; Varsity Club,
President 7. 8: I'arsily Swininfing Team 3-8; I'arsitv Tennis 3-8
Sr mill low
, Icit to rioht:
JAMES \INCENT WILKINSON e.s. business administration
6612 Limekiln Pike
JOSEPH ALOVSIUS \VILLIAMS b.a. education
5212 Torresdale Ave.
I'arsity Club. Treasurer 1, 8; Varsity Baseball I. 3, Captain 6;
Dean's List 3, 5, 6
JOHN B. WINKLER b.a. chemistry
1430 N. 29th St.
larsitx Club 5. 6; Adoration Society 5-8; Crew 5. 6
MITCHELL YANAK
6121 ^ocum St.
B.A. education
DONALD JOHN YATES b.a. history
257 S. 46th St.
Collegian 1-4; Masque 1-8; Sigma Beta Kappa 3-8; Radio Ilor/i-
shop 2-8, President 5, 6; The Gavel 6, 7, 8
Campus Social Center
Leonard Hall
FRANK CHARLES YODER
8634 Crispin St.
Accounting Association 1, 8
EDWARD JOHN YURKONIS
718 Prospect St., Portage, Pa.
MICHAEL JOSEPH ZAPPITELLI b.a. preparation for medicine
722 W. Butler St.
Pre-Medical Society 7, 8; Adoration Society 7, 8
B.S. ACCOUNTINC.
B.A. EDUCATION
L
JlRjj^ ^B^ ^^%^
JOHN RICHARD ZRADA B.\. prkparation FOR LAW
3242 Gaul St.
Social Science Club 1. 8: Gtee Club 7, 8
I-'ii'Sl i'0\v. lell to riiilil:
IRAXCIS LOUIS /.ARRILLI b.a. social science
421 N. 66th St.
Podium Sociclx 7, 8; Historical Society 7. 8
THOMAS FRANCIS ZARRILLI B.s. accounting
421 N. 66th St.
Accounting Association 5. 6, 7, 8; Photographic Society 5, 6, 7. 8
CHARLES FRANCIS ZARROLI B.s. business administration
533 High St.
WILMER M. ZIEGLER, JR. B.s. business administration
708 \V. VVingohotkinn St.
Accounting Association 5, 6
FRANCIS H. ZARZECKI
2817 Kirkbiide Si.
B.A. social science
Pictorial History of Bcnilde Hall
College Hall from the Driveway
Shrine of the Blessed Mother
Aerial View of the Campus
The Sacred Heart, Center of our Campus
Twentieth Street Entrance
The Tower, from the Quadrangle
. . . other than required
The revived school spirit that has been evident at La Salle was the direct cause
of the renaissance of student organizations that are so vital a part in contributing
to comprehensive student training. Post-war students slowly picked up the threads
of campus activity organization. Traditional societies struggled to regain their
previous status, while fledgling groups attempted to capture their share of attention.

Class Officers
Man is a social animal. Education can never
proclaim the absolute autonomy of his intel-
lectual powers to the detriment of the social
facets of his composite nature. To educate a
man is to educate the whole man; to develop one
faculty of man, ignoring the further demands
of his nature, is to develop half a man.
The Administration and student bod) of
La Salle College, jointly recognizing and pro-
claiming this basic principle of true education,
saw fit to establish a student government. For
what is student government but a recognition of
man's natural destiny to exist in a political com-
munity. Student government is nothing more
than the actualization of an inherent tendency
in hmnan nature. It is a replica in miniature
()[ the politically organized state with which each
student must share his existence.
If the educated man is unable to intelligently
adapt himself to political life, to assume his
share of the political burden, he is not truly
educated. There is some flaw in the educational
machinery which sent forth this defective pro-
duct. That flaw was the lack of social priming
for his political life.
What more efficacious device could be evolved
to nurture man in his political setting than that
of student government? If the future participant
in political life could be schooled in the funda-
mental piinciples of democratic government,
and given the opportunity to apply them to his
student life, then his enlightened ci\ ic participa-
tion would be assiued.
The basic principles of democratic govern-
ment do not change. The social bodies to which
they apply may differ, but the structural fabric
is grounded on immutable principles. The citi-
zen has the same rights and obligations to his
civic government as the student has to his stu-
dent government.
FRESHMAN CLASS OFFICERS
Left to right: Thomas M. Dolan, Jr., Secretary; William
J. Metzler, Jr., President. Absent from picture: Compton
T. Harris, Vice President.
SOPHOMORE CLASS OFFICERS
Seated: Left to right: Edward F. Murphy, President;
William D. Mignogna, Vice President. Standing: Eugene
P. McLoone, Secretary. Absent from picture: Robert
Hunter, Treasurer.
JUNIOR CLASS OFFICERS
Left to right: John J. Burns. President; James Mooney,
Secretary; James Coyle, Jr., Treasurer; John Murphy,
Vice President.
SENIOR CLASS OFFICERS
Seated: Left to right: John Norpei, Vice President; John
P. Ryan, President. Standing: Left to right: John L.
Biehl, Treasurer; James P. McCool, Secretary.
The leaders of the civic community ha\e the
same responsibility to the citizenr\ that the
student leaders have to the student body. De-
tails of organization differ but principles remain
unchanged.
.Student go\ernment is not a whimsical fancy
of immature students to be tolerated by the
benevolent administration; neither is it a face-
tious mask to be ridiculed by luithinking stu-
dents. It merits the name of education just as
deservedly as does the intellectual disciplines in
their formal veneer. To deny the educational
merit of student government is to dissect human
nature, ignoring the very imity which charac-
terizes the human being.
If student government is given its rightfid
position in the educational process, and alloweil
to function in its proper sphere, then education
is that much more complete. A vital need is
furnished the student community when each
student, as an individual, is assured of his im-
portance and benefit to the community to which
he belongs. He is nurtured in a democratic
philosophy that will per\ade his future life,
establishing him as a dynamic citizen in an
enlightened democracy.
La Salle College has witnessed the growth of
student government through its first year of tr\-
ing infancy. As the rough edges are hewn, the
splendor of the gem appears ever so dimly. The
beauty of the ideal of student government which
lies hidden beneath the virgin crust of diffi-
culties and disappointments is slowly being
uncovered.
The rebukes and scoffs of the impatient masses
often conceal even the glimmerings which occa-
sionally filter through. Yet the impediments of
growth and the awkwardness of motion will one
day disappear, and our ideal' will be achieved.
Student government may be awkwaid in its
growth, but it will be brilliant in its matinity.
The Maspe
The Masque opened the school )eai by wel-
coming a new moderator and full-time director,
Mr. Willard G. Walsh. Elections were held and
Thomas Fairbrother became President; Walter
Kanigowski, Vice-President; William Snyder,
Secretary, James Connor, Treasurer; and James
Conboy, Assistant Director of Production.
The organization went into high gear imme-
diately when Mr. Walsh announced his plans
for the production of four plays during the
year, a new high in Masque activity.
The first play was Moliere's "The Doctor in
Spite of Himself," starring John Burns in the
title role. In January a brilliantly lighted and
costumed "Romeo and Juliet" was presented
with the aid of Chestnut Hill College and
Immaculata College girls, and starring Gerald
Nugent and Eileen O'Connor.
The Masque went to Chestnut Hill College
in February for an evening of one-act plays,
followed by a social.
"Life With Father," with William Graham
and Gere McNutt was the April offering and
met with a great success.
"H.M.S. Pinafore" was produced in May with
the substantial aid of the La Salle Glee Club
and the Chestnut Hill College Glee Club.
Joseph McDonald, Humbert Sweeney and James
McCrane carried the principal roles ably.
The Masque was fortunate in securing the
services of Frank Scully as set designer and
Thomas Quaid as musical director for the year.
Top: Make-up men Brough and Farnan preparing Cassidy
and McCrane for dress rehearsal of Romeo and Juliet.
The cast go through a dry run of "The Doctor In Spite
Of Himself". Technical Director Dick Becker and his
stage crew gang up on a balky flat.
Center: Electrician Ray Mason preparing for the opening
curtain.
Will Walsh looks pensive for the camera.
"Romeo and Juliet" opens to the sound of clashing steel.
Bottom: "Parting is such sweet sorrow".
Miss Lorraine Voltz preparing to ward off a treatment
from "Doctor" Burns.
John Beaty, Gere McNutt, Pat Stillmun, John J. Burns
and Jim Larkin in "The Doctor In Spite Of Himself".

Brother Stanislaus, assisted by Sylvia Shapranas, presents
bronze class key to Joseph Eckert. Jr., Class President,
as his guest, Miss Nancy Siegfried looks on.
Dance Committee and guests in the lobby of the Cedar-
brook Country Club.
Juflior Week
JUNIOR WEEK COMMITTEE
First row: Charles Walker, Jr., Barn Dance; Thomas
Quinlan, Chairman; Edward Grady, Chairman, Dance
Committee; Sidney Duke, Baseball.
Second row: William Blankfield, Bowling; J. Quinn
Harty, Dance Committee; John Biehl, Stag Night; David
Lawrence, Barn Dance; Robert McMackin, Publicity Di-
rector; James O'Neill, Bowling.
Contest winners pose informally on the campus: Left
to right: Joe Eckert, voted most likely to succeed; Tom
Redanauer, voted the best dressed; Lou Viggiano. voted
the most popular.
Junior Class Key presented to each member of the Junior
Class during Junior Week.
The post war re\ival of Junior Week began
with the exercises of a Day of Recollection held
at the college on Sunday, May 2, and ended
with the Junior Prom, a gala affair, held on the
following Friday evening.
The retreat, conducted by Rev. Doctor John
Donnelly, Chaplain o£ the Newman Club, Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania, assisted by Father Gor-
man, College Chaplain, emphasized the evil of
secularism and branded it as the chief menace
to the Catholic life of this time. The attendance
at all exercises was both large and edifying.
Two hundred and fifty couples attended the
Jimior Prom held at the Cedarbrook Country
Club. The music was furnished by Johnny
Paige and his Melody Makers. A special featiue
of the evening was the crowning, as honorary
queen, of Miss Eileen Margaret O'Connor, the
two-weeks' old daughter of Mr. Robert O'Con-
nor, Class of 1949. Miss Sylvia Shapranas, guest
of Mr. Louis 'Viggiano, was crowned with a gar-
land of white carnations as the symbol of her
selection as Queen of the Prom. Later in the
evening. Brother Stanislaus, Dean, assisted by
Miss Shapranas, presented bronze keys to the
Juniors in fitting remembrance of an enjoyable
e\ening.
Other events of the week included in the pro-
gram were a bowling tournament directed by
Tom Quinlan and won by Bill Blankfield, and
a successful stag night held at the Shanahan
A. C. under the direction of John Biehl. And,
last but by no means least, a Barn Dance and
Weenie Roast ably supervised by Dave Lawrence
and Charley Walker.
A Softball game between the facult) and mem-
bers of the Junior class and a tennis tournament
had to be postponed because of rain and wet
grounds.
2mdature OK
SPORTS STAFF
Bob Ehlinger, Bill Dondero, Larry McDonald, Carmen
Zaccaria and Richard McKillup.
Frank Scully and Tom Fairbrother collaborate in another
"Wheel Feature".
Editor-in-Chief Walter J. Brough '49
Associate Editor John J. Bresnan '50
News Editor Robert J. Eisler '50
Sports Editor William A. Dondero '49
Assistant Sports Editor Charles C. Daniels '49
Feature Editor Thomas F. Kehoe '50
Art Editor Frank Scully '49
Photographic Editor William J. Hearney '50
Make-up Editor Eugene R. Cotter '49
Circulation Manager Robert McMackin '49
Business Manager John M. Ryan '50
NEWS STAF: Ted Everlof '50, Francis Filiben '50, Wil-
liam Suskosky '49, Carmen Alfieri '49. SPORTS STAFF:
John Dunn '50, Robert Ehlinger '50, Carmen Zaccaria
'50, Lawrence McDonald '49. FEATURES STAFF:
Beverly Blow '50, Robert Cavanaugh '50, Thomas Fair-
brother '49, John McHale '49, Thomas Quinlan '49,
William G. Snyder, Jr., '50, Charles P. Walker '49.
PHOTOGRAPHIC AND ART STAFF: Lawrence Cor-
nell 51, John J. Kane '51, Charles McCain '50. COPY
STAFF: George Lemonnier '51, Robert Strayhorn '51.
MAKE UP STAFF: Henry C. Taddei '49. MODERA-
TOR: John J. Kelly.
With the advent of the 1948-49 scholastic year,
the Collegian became a weekly ptiblication for
the first time in its 18-year existence on the
campus.
Experimenting with four pages every Friday
in September, the thirty-five man staff added two
additional pages early in December.
Walter J. Brough, Senior English student,
directed operations until February when, at the
second postwar staff banquet, John J. Bresnan
John J. Bresnan, newly appointed editor, receives con-
gratulations and best wishes from retiring editor, Walter
J. Brough.
ii^M^^B'
Carmen Zaccaria, Walt Brough, George Lem
Charley Daniels, Beverly Blow, Tom Kehoe, Tom F
brother, and Joe Trainor.
'50, was named editor-in-chief for 1949-50.
It was at this banquet, held at the Pen and
Pencil Club, that Ed Sullivan, noted syndicated
columnist, was presented with the first Collegian
award as "newspaperman of the year", and
Joseph Coogan '49, author of several published
stories, was presented with a plaque for "the
student who has done the most in the field of
writing."
Collegian keys, symbols of two years' service
on the staff, were presented to seniors at the
banquet. Recipients included Brough, William
Dondero, Sports Editor; Frank Scully, Art Edi-
tor; Eugene R. Cotter, Make-up Editor; Robert
McMackin, Circulation Manager; Charles C.
Daniels, Assistant Sports Editor and John Mc-
Hale, Lawrence McDonald, Thomas Quinlan,
Frank Walton, Henry Taddei, Charles Walker
and Thomas Fairbrother, staff members.
Joe Coogan accepts award from Walt Brough as Brother
Paul, President, looks on. Presentation was made at the
annual Collegian h.Tnqiiet.
Members of the Collegian Staff inspect action shots of
basketball game.
WELCOMING COMMITTEE
Joseph Huck and George Boraske greet Miss Florann
Strohlein and Mr. Glenn Robertson at the entrance as
Brother George Thomas watches approvingly.
The annual Blue and Gold Ball was held for
the second consecutive year in the beautifully
decorated main ballroom of the Bellevue-Strat-
ford Hotel.
Resplendent in formal attire, approximately
fi\e hundred couples danced to the scintillating
music of Buddy Williams and his Orchestra,
featuring Kay Justice and chubby Vic Stanley.
Stanley, an impressionist, stole the spotlight
during the evening with his excellent character-
izations of prominent stars of stage, screen and
radio.
The Blue and Gold Ball this year lived up to
its reputation as being the outstanding social
event of La Salle College.
blue and sold ball i
COMMITTEES
Bt other George Thomas, F.S.C., Moderator
John Patrick Ryan. General Chairman
TICKET COMMITTEE
Co-Chairman
J. Quinn Harty Theodoi'e Dent
John L. Biehl Frank McHale
Thomas Dolan William J. Metzler, Jr.
William Gernat Edward Murphy
Henry Largay David Rumsey
James Jones Harry Wiebler
BAND COMMITTEE
Co-Chairmen
Thomas Burke William Tennant
C. Dick Daiutolo Stephen Ruzicka
Glenn Robertson William Shelly
PROGRAM COMMITTEE
Frank J. Scully, Chairman
George Boraske
Ralph Garritano
Eugene McLoone
Robert F. McMackin
PUBLICITY COMMITTEE
Robert Tully, Chairman
Compton Harris
Lou Hines
Thomas Howley
Jack Moore
John Norpel
John Rosania
Balcony view of the Main Ballroom, Bellcvue Stratford Hotel during the Blue and Gold Ball.
Vic Stanley stops the show with his
impersonation of Arthur Godfrey.
Left: Editor Frank Scully and Brother Clementian, Moderator, prepare
final copy.
Right: Charles Daniels and Bill Dondero polish up some cliches for the
sports section.
orer '49
The forinali\c stage of a yearbook usually in-
\ol\es au inicnsi\e search for a lofty theme in
\\hich tlie \\-riiers disguise the institution so
competently that no one recognizes it. When
se\eral forty-niners got together in the summer of
1948 to initiate a yearbook, the same search
de\€loped. Gradually it simmered down, and
by the beginning of the fall term they had ceased
siri\ing lo produce another "Koran" and had
assumed onh to chronicle our stay at La Salle
College with some emphasis on the structural
and intellectual growth of the Colleae.
Jack Lynch and Dick Daiutolo reviewing with Larr)
Cornell the results of his photography.
Business Manager George Boraske wards off another ex-
pense account.
Ellwood Barrett, Bob McMackin, Brud Daniels and
George Boraske unscramble some last minute details.
George Boraske and Larry McDonald discuss the activities
layout with editor Frank Scully.
The Harvest Dance
The traditional affair that initiated the
Autiiiiin social season at La Salle was a magni-
ficent spectacle.
Under the capable guidance of Chairman Ed
Grady, the committee arranged a splendid pro-
gram. The result was the best attended, the
most financially remunerative, and the most
socially successful dance in the history of the
college.
The sweet and slow tempo of Jolmo)' McGee
and his orchestra was enthusiastically received
by six hundred couples in the spacious Crystal
Room of the Broadwood Hotel. The Harvest
theme added to the decor of the ballroom. The
dance was held off-campus because renovations
to the field house were in progress at the time.
r1
Top left: Brother George Thomas and the welcoming
committee greet guests at the door. Top right: Jesse
Cain, Ted Everlof, Ed Murphy, Gene McLoone, Bill
Gernat, and Tom Quinlan check publicity posters with
Ed Grady, dance committee chairman. Bottom: Bands
eye-view of the dance floor.
During the intermission, entertainment was
ably finnished by the students and an honored
guest, Miss Ginnie Roberts. This was climaxed
with Joe Rogers leading the entire group in the
"Loyalty Song."
The Harvest Dance is a charity affair and in
accordance with previous tradition, the entire
profits of nearly a thousand dollars were turned
over to the Provincial Mother House of the
Christian Brothers in Ammendale, Maryland.
Congratulations to the Committee, to the stu-
dents who entertained, atrd to all who helped
make this year's Harvest Dance a social triumph
that will never be forgotten and will set the
standard for excellence in years to come.
The dance committee and Brother George Thomas pose
informally outside the Parrot Room.
The glittering Crystal Ballroom during the latter part of
the evening.
i
Podium Society
Left to right; 1 irst row; J. Plick, W. Felte. T. Quaid, W.
Kanigowski, J. Norpel, D. Lawrence. T. Fairbrother.
Second row: J. Rosania^ R. TuUy, L. Hines, J. Trainor,
M. Angelotti, W. Kenny, J. McDonald. Third row: T.
Howley. G. Nugent. T. Dent, W. Tennant, W. Hodgson,
C. Millevoi. Fourth row: W. Fairbrother. J. Card, J.
McGinty, G. McGovcrn, H. Johnston, F. Leahy, J.
Toland.
In order to maintain the eminent reputation
ot the Podiinii Society as being the representa-
tive group of La Salle's cultural activities, the
officers of the society, under the direction of
Dr. John A. Guischard. formulated a list of
constructive inno\ations. In addition to the
regular weekly concerts, a monthly evening con-
cert was inaugurated, consisting of a complete
opera or symphon\. follo^ved b\ an informal
dance for members.
The Opera Department synchronized its pre-
sentations with the local performances of the
Philadelphia La Scala Opera Company, and, to
aid the eager listener, the Society registered in
the La Scala Opera League. As a supplement
to the listener's operatic education, publications
of the Metropolitan Opera Company's "Opera
News" are available for reference in the Pho-
netics Studio.
A most successfid organization dance opened
the 1948-1949 term in earh October. It was an
unforgettable evening of diversified entertain-
ment luider the directive ingenuity of the
society's president, John Norpel and his artistic
wife, Dorothy.
Top: Members of the Podium Society grouped around
Tom Quaid in the Phonetics Studio. Bottom: First dance
of the year was held by the Podium Society in the
Auditorium.
Left to right: First row: S. Schell, G. McGovern, J. Lynch,
P. Gillespie, Brother Norbert, Moderator, Mr. W. Kaiser,
J. Biehl. E. Regan, J. Kopczynski, J. White. Second row
L. McDonald, R. Tully, J. Mooney, O. Tucker, R
Ehlinger, J. G. Gallagher, T. Dougherty, J. Connor
C. Tomeo, J. Cunningham, F. Heck, J. Luxemburger, W
Fletcher. Third row: J. Garvin, J. Rosania, L. Hines, E
Anderson, J. Guerin, C. Micsko, F. Yoder, M. Newell, J
Huck, J. Kent, C. Sharer, C. Brownholtz, J. Pagliei
Fourth row: T. Dent, G. Boraske, E. Riggin, J. Keebler, J
Blessington, W. Geiger, C. Fagan, P. Breslin, C. Constant
J. Finnegan, J. Halloran, J. McConnell. G. Ferry, C
Trois. Fifth row: F. X. Devine, A. Bandosz, M. Leonard,
T. Cassedy, R. Boyle, T. Cullen, T. Zarrilli, S. Stea, T.
Redanauer, J. Eckert, J. Melnick. D. Conlin, J. Fleming,
J. Q. Adams. Sixth row: E. Grady. R. Ferrick, R.
Koecher, G. Jung, C. Spinelli, J. Kelly, W. Farina, T,
Niessen, J. Mulholland, W. Fairbrother, J. Ryan, W.
Farrell, W. Walsh. Seventh row: K. Cassidy, D. Hunt,
J. McDonnell, B. Lindinger. S. Ranieri, A. Caro, D.
Viggiano., E. Schumanski, R. Sweeney, W. Fitzgerald,
F. Halloran, E. Moore, J. Melvin, C. Pedicone, J. Barr,
J. Miele.
Accounting Associalion
In its second year of existence, the Accounting
Association of La Salle College was the largest
organization on the campus with a student mem-
bership of 190. Its aim is to foster better rela-
tions among Accounting students by acquainting
the students with opportunities existing in the
accounting field. By having competent members
of the profession address club members at meet-
ings, it will promote greater interest in the voca-
tion in which its members expect to earn their
livelihood. Toms are conducted through the
accounting departments of many large firms in
the city, and thus, the students are afforded the
opportunity of seeing in practice the theory of
their textbooks.
The Accountants take a night off for a dance in the
auditorium.
John Biehl, President; Eugene Regan, Vice President;
Paul Gillespie, Secretary; and John Lynch, Treasurer;
with Mr. Joseph Wilson, a noted tax authority of this
city.
Eugene McLoone, Compton Harris, and Elmer Brock
settle some last minute business between classes.
Frank Mauer distributing assignments for the Sub
Regional Convention.
lational Students' Association
This organization, comprising over three hun-
dred colleges and universities, and representing
over one million students is now two years old.
The vital necessity of a national community of
students is no longer debated, and the efforts
of the committee are primarily concerned with
practical campus projects.
That college students may have a voice in the
affairs of our society, and that united efforts can
solve problems and inaugurate programs that
would be impossible singularly were the under-
hing beliefs that stimulated N. S. A. growth.
As a distinguished La Salle graduate is the
National President of this group, our campus
connnittee has been in the limelight and the
ability, energy, and leadership of the members
have been a constant source of amazement.
A credit card system has been installed for
student discounts on many consumer products.
A student loan fund has been initiated. Scholar-
ship programs, a music culturale, European
tours and innumerable other projects have been
sponsored and administered by this capable
oroanization.
Left to right: First row: F. Scully, T. Quinlan, E. Kieser, ]. Ryan, T. Boylan, E. Purcell, W. Smith, J. Murphy,
E. McLoone, E. Barnes, F. Mauer. Second row: E. Brock, Chairman, C. Harris.
Top: Members of the Society at work in the Laboratory.
Bottom: Ralph Garritano and Jack Cassidy, President of
the Society, examine one that didn't get away.
The Pie-Medical Society was established in
1933. Its purposes are to form strong bonds o£
fraternity, to further the common interests of
its members, and to provide information per-
tinent to their studies in professional or grad-
uate schools. Although the Society was inactive
duiing the war years, it is once again pursuing
its objectives by inviting as guest speakers, at
its monthly forums, men who are prominent in
the various branches of the field of natural sci-
ence—general practitioners, professional and
graduate school professors, internes, and medical
students. At its bi-weekly meetings, student
members present papers in an attempt to make
intelligible much that is obscure to the pre-
professional or undergraduate student.
Pre-Mdical Society
Seated, left to right: C. Scarpa, L. Monaco, W. McLaughlin (Secty.), Br. Christopher (Moder-
ator), L. Viggiano (V. Pres.). H. Picus (Treas.), C. Heil, C. Guarino, V. Folen. Middle row:
left to right: F. Lyons, E. Corda, A. Branca, E. Frunzi. M. Grimaldi, J. Berenato, C. Gaffey,
J. Cook, E. Renzi, C. Smith. Last row, left to right: B. Loftus, D. Donovan, R. Garritano, J.
Helwig, R. Zecca, F. Brandt, J. Hempsey, C. Snyder, M. Zappitelli.
N. F. (;. c. s.
Front row left to right: J. Nathans, Wm. Fitzpatrick, J.
Breslin, J. Evans. Rear row: E. O'Neill, Br. Augustine,
Moderator, L. Goelz.
'I'lic National Fcdeiaiion ol' Catholic College
Students campus giouj) nio\ecl into action early
in October at the lirst Regional Council Meeting
held at La Salle with Regional President Tom
Kehoe piesiding and Secretaiy Gene McLoone
recording minutes.
Woiking with the theme of greater use ol the
NI'CCJS as a \ehicle lor Catholic action the
group's activities included the Legion ol Prayei
lor Pope Pius XII's Golden Anniversaiy, the
book exchange program, the Legislative Review
Program on Federal Aid to Education, and the
clothing drive and automobile raffle for the
Student Relief Camj^aign. The regional and
national congresses were held at St. Joseph's
College and the Congress Hotel, Chicago. The
linale of the year was the May Day demonstra-
tion held in the center of the city in co-operation
Avith the seven other federation colleges in the
region.
Newly institiued this year was the Inter-Racial
Commission imit which initiated the Negro
Scholarship program on a Regional level and
also held an Inter-Racial Forum in the audi-
torium dinino- Inter-Racial Week.
Front row, left to right: J. Breslin, Campus Junior Dele-
gate; T. Kehoe, Philadelphia Regional President; J.
Nathans, Campus Senior Delegate.
Rear row: J. Murphy, E. McLoone, Philadelphia Regional
Secretary; Brother Augustine, Moderator; 'W. Lederer,
T. Boylan.
Congressman William Green, representative from the 3rd
Congressional District, answers questions after his address
on "The Problems of a Congressman."
Members listen to Mr. Paul Dougherty of the Crime
Prevention Bureau of Philadelphia, who tells them of
the organized gangs within the city.
Social Science Club
The Social Science Club was organized in
1947 by Mr. Barrett and Mr. Halpin for the
purpose of promoting a greater interest and
activity in topics relative to this study.
During the course of the year, several
prominent speakers in the fields of labor, law,
crime jjrevention, social work and politics have
addressed the club. Through their presentations,
these speakers have given the club members
a deeper insight into the various practical prob-
lems which are encountered in their respective
fields. In addition to its academic programs,
several social functions have also been sponsored
by the organization.
Front row, left to right: T. Farrell, F. Halloran, H.
Gunther, J. Nathans, F. Murray, Mr. C. Halpin (Modera-
tor), H. Rotundi, H. Arton, J. Moffa, T. Foy. Second
row: J. Nugent, C. Day, W. Devine, F. Hauser, E. Voltz,
J. Patti, J. P. Meehan, P. Mazza, R. Bridgeford, W.
O'Connell. Third row: C. Haggerty, R. Reinl, V. Jacobi,
H. Johnston, J. Fisher. A. Durkin, F .Leahy, A. Alio.
John Evans, Jim Connor, and Andy McCosker presenting Wallace King, Elv.ood Kaiser, James McCrane, and
"The Winglebury Due!" over Station WIBG. Humbert Sweeney in "The Doctor Kills AWife."
Left to right: Front: Jack Evans, Tony Gringeri (V.
Pres.), C. F. Koch (Moderator), Andy McCosker (Pres.),
Joe Trainor. Second row: Jim McCrane, Joseph Mc-
Donald, Walt Brough, Paul Bateman. Third row: Jim
Connor, Jack Beaty, H. Frank Sweeney, Charles Millevoi,
Dick Becker.
Radio Workshop
In the sLinimer of 19-17, the Radio ^Vorkshop
uiitiated its acti\ities with the presentation, on
campus, of a mock broadcast, written and pro-
duced by the members. During the last two
seasons, it has produced sixteen programs with
the WIBG Student Workshop Series and has
gained a reputation for its progressiveness, the
high quality of material and presentation of its
selections. The variety of scripts produced has
ranged from Shakespeare through mystery and
contemporary comedy, and has provided its
members with an opportunit)' to acquaint them-
selves with the fundamentals of radio acting,
participation and skills. In addition, it has pro-
vided the Department of English with a file of
electrical transcriptions of its broadcasts to be
used in classroom instruction.
S. IS. K.
The idea of the Gamma Chaptei" was first con-
ceived by Kurt Loive, tiie chapter's first presi-
dent, and Edward O'Connor, the National
Secretary of S.B.K. A meeting was field in the
spring of 1947 for all students interested in
forming the chapter. During the simimer a con-
stitution and a list of by-laws were drawn up, and
on October 25, 1947, the members were officialh
sworn in at a ceremony held in Leonard Hall.
S.B.K. is a social fraternity and as such,
dances, stags, and parties have been held in
proportion to the Chapter's constant expansion.
As a secondary purpose the fraternity has taken
over the athletic program at St. John's Orphan-
age. Periodicall), prizes are given to ^sinning
teams in football, basketball, and boxing.
Glenn Robertson and Mr. John Kennedy with some of
the children of St. John's Orphanage, West Philadelphia.
Members of SBK enjoy themselves at a New Year's Eve
dance.
Seated, left to right: A. Ciccantelli, T. Deren, S. Kocot, J. Levis (Secty.), Mr. John Kennedy
(Moderator), G. Robertson (Pres.), R. Tully (Treas.), E. Stemmler (V. Pres.), C. Walker,
E. Grady, T. Kehoe. Second row: J. Trainor, W. Ries, W. Coffey, G. Floyd, J. Cannon, G.
Watson, P. Hargrave, W. Kanigowski, R. Cavanaugh, T. Walker. Third row: J. Kelly, J.
Murphy, J. Rosania, T. Howley, J. Plick, P. Lankewich, J. Guerin, C. Micsko. Fourth row:
J. Power, C. McShane, T. Barry, E. Anderson. W. McCool, J. Turco. Fifth row: R. Buck,
T. Jacob. J. McCool, J. Ritzheimer, J. Steelman. W. Oschell, N. Sulhvan.
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John Patrick Ryan, Senior Class President
problems with Brother G. Thomas.
Student Council
Cooperation between administration and Stu-
dent Council is the solution to successful student
government. The Student Council recognizes
the worth of mature judgment by discussing stu-
dent problems ivith factdty advisers, 'f'hrough
nd members of the student council discuss council
such meetings the rough edges of student reason-
ing are refined through the balancing suggestions
of men wlro have devoted their lives to an under-
standing of the student personality.
Morution Society
The Adoration Society, now in its second year at La Salle, accepts memberships from the entire
student body. The conversion of Russia is the primary intention in the prayers of those who
form the daily guard in the school chapel. This petition is addressed to Our Lord through the
intercession of Our Lady of Fatima.
Front row: W. Brough. W. Kenny, T. Quaid. A. Pedicone. Second row: J. Robinson, J. Toland, J. Zrada, S.
Ruzicka, J. Coyle, W. Fairbrother.
Glee tliib
A College Glee Club is a representation of the
Liberal Facilities offered by a College. Amongst
its members are those who wish to augment their
appreciation of the Fine Arts by partaking in
them. Thus, the La Salle College Glee Club
opens this opportunity to those who like to sing
and who want to experience the emotion and
love with which a certahi piece of music is
endowed.
As Poetry might be called a Static Art, Music
on the other hand is a Restless Art. Its mo\e-
ment is felt in the sweeping rhythmic phrases.
and' the counter-balance of voices. This is what
the La Salle Glee Club wants to aid the studeni
to appreciate.
At present, the nmnbcr nl the Glee Club
members is small, bul tiiis ;illo^\s bciicr op|xn-
tunity lor serious singing, and lor matine enjoy-
ment of a work of Art.
Presentation of the Gilbert and Sidlixan light
operetta, "H.M.S. Pinafore/' was the major
work of the Glee Ciulj during tiie 1948-49 \car.
Girls from the College ol ChestnLU Hill partic-
ipated in the show, which was produced with
the co-operation of the La Salle Masque during
the last week of May.
B. Seaver, speaker for the United
World Federalists, E. Collier, Presi-
dent of the Ethical Society of Phila-
delphia and J. Ritchie at the IRC
Forum on World Federation in Leon-
ard Hall.
Front row left to right: James Bonner, James Knopf, Secretary, Mr. Courtney, Moder-
ator, Wm. Lederer, President, Thomas Kehoe. Rear row: Wm. Fitzpatrick, Thomas
Boylan, Joseph Doyle. Thomas Kendrick.
I. R. e. Radio Club
The LaSalle International Relations Club, an
affiliate Commission of N.F.C.C.S., began this
year's activities with the added assistance of the
Carnegie Endowment, Foreign Policy Associa-
tion of Philadelphia, and the Philadelphia
United Nations Coimcil.
The clidj's program emphasized leadership
development by weekly club discussions, exhi-
bits, foreign films, and selecting delegates to
attend model conferences of the United Nations
General Assembly, the U.N. Security Council,
and the Pennsylvania General Assembly.
The Radio Club is primarilv devoted to stu-
dents interested in the technical aspects of
amateiu- radio and television. Whene\'er desir-
able, instruction is pro\ided in fundamental and
advanced phases of radio. Among its achieve-
ments is the service and ad\ice that is frequently
rendered in the \arious laboratories. Since its
re\i\al three years ago, the club has been under
the direction of Brother G. Joseph.
Front row, left to right: Walter McCool, Chas. McCain. James Moffet, Secretary, Br.
G. Joseph, Moderator, Vincent Folen, President, Walter Malloy, James Greytok.
St,inding: Thomas Bower, Ralph Ridge.
Br. Joseph explains the TV circuit to
Vince Folen. The TV set was con-
structed by the club.
p. Mazza, Mr. Robert Adams, guest
speaker, and Dr. Joseph Flubacher,
after one of the club's meetings.
Front row, left to right: P. Kelly, J. Lynch, J. Meehan, P. Mazza, President, J. Maicher,
Vice President, J. O'Neill, T. McGough, W. Groetsch. Rear row: C. Haggerty, J.
Jones, J. Halloran. T. MacNamara, T. Foy, T, Linton, J. Mooney, J. Myers, R. Lloyd.
Photographic Society
As the Photographic Society grew in members
and in stature under the directorship of \VaIt
Brough, Bill Hearney and John Kane, addi-
tional featiues were added to the society's activ-
ities. Instructions and practical demonstrations
in the art of photograph) were gi^'en by mem-
bers of the societ), including exhibitions of color
slides by the members, lectures in darkroom pro-
cedures, filters, lighting and the use of film and
chloro-bromide paper. Members also partic-
ipated in a field excursion to catch interesting
scenes and to award recognition to the better
photographs.
Eeonoiiiics Hub
The Economics Club w'hich was brought back
to the campus last year displayed an unusually
aggressi\e growing power this year. The club,
under the guidance of its faculty moderator, Dr.
Flubacher, was one of the most active academic
organizations on the campus. The club is dedi-
cated to the study of both the practical and the
theoretical problems in economics arising in our
system.
The organization was able to bring to the
campus several outstanding economists and
through the medium of field trips enabled many
of our students to observe some of oiu- major
economic institutions at work.
Left to right: F. Keck, B, Gorman, W. Hearney, J, Kirck, G, Lemonnier, J. Kane, J. Trainor,
J. Maher.
Seated: Francis Walton. Adam Alacknowicz. Francis Leahy (Pres.). Dr- McCloskey (Modera-
tor), Hillery Johnston (V. Pres.). Dennis McCarthy (Faculty). Albert Alio. Standing: Robert
McMackin, Robert Casillo, Harry Arton, Henry Gunther, Joseph Kennedy, Edward Yurkonis,
John Mintzer.
Hislorital Society The liavi;!
On the evening of December b, 1948, a group
of students of La Salle College met at the liome
of Dr. Joseph F. McCloskey to organize a society
known as the Historical Society of La Salle
College.
A constitution was drawn up by Raymond
Reinl, Frank Leahy, and David Lawrence, and
piesented to the group to be ratified. The ob-
jects of the society are to unite those students
interested in history, to stimulate an interest in
history, and to act as a medium for the inter-
change of knowledge and ideas concerning
history.
Ihis year has seen a continued expansion of
the activities of THE GAVEL, the collegiate
debating society of La Salle College. With the
jiriniary puipose of de\eloping the student's
self reliance and confidence, the society has
watched many of its novices develop into poised
and confident speakers. The season featured
paiticipation in se\'eral tournaments, including
the Benjamin Franklin Debate Conference
toiunament at Ursinus College, the Debating
.\ssociation of Pennsyhania Colleges tourna-
ment at Allegheny College, and The U. S. .\rmy
National Tournament Region Seven elimina-
tion rounds.
Front row: W. Sheehan, L. Jackson, J. Q. Harty. Mr. Barrett (Moderator). D. Vig-
giano, J. C. Smith, J. Duffy. Standing: W. Graham, R. Stout, H. Wiebler, W.
Coffey, J. Coyle, O. Haimowitz, E. Dachowski.
Four members of the Gavel, J. Quinn
Harty, Tony Gringeri, John Macca-
rone, and Joe Foster discuss a debating
problem.
Seated: W. Lederer, E. Kieser, E. Fitzgerald, J. Nolan (Pres.), T. Quinlan, J. P.
Ryan. Standing: J. Jones, J. Murphy, Mr. Grassi, Mr. Hoar, Dr. Keleher. W. Braun,
A. Durkin, J. Kennedy.
Members of the Philosophy Club dis-
cuss Machiavelli's "The Prince" at a
meeting in Benilde Hall.
Philosupliy (]liib noi^riienbiirg Socidj
The La Salle Philosophy Club is a new organ-
ization on the campus investigating the concepts
o£ great thinkers ot all time. In weekly informal
discussions of philosophic writings its members
have developed a deeper appreciation of the
significant factors of life, devoid of superliciality.
It is dedicated to the proposition that Plato,
Aristotle, Saint Thomas Aquinas. Saint Augus-
tine, and the other "lovers of wisdom" solved
their problems with a fundamental logic that is
of valtie in solving the problems of the modern
world.
The Doernenburg Society was first founded
in 1937, and was named in honor of Emil
Doernenburg, Pli.D., Professor of German. In-
cluded in the curriculum, in order that a better
appreciation and imderstanding of German cid-
ture might be achieved, is a ])rogram which
includes such features as German movies, cap-
tured German films, speakers, and social affairs.
The Society has also established friendly rela-
tions with other colleges and universities in
the area, as well as with Federal, State, and
Private Institiuions and Organizations con-
cerned with German liistory, culture, and art.
Seated: Robert McDonough (Secty.), Thomas Burke (Pres.), Br. Abdon (Moderator), Walter
Kanigowski (V. Pres.), Jerome Cook (Treas.). Standing: Louis Clark, Michael Angelotti,
Joseph Trainor. Willis Braun.
Out-of-Towncrs party at the Penn Barge Club.
Oulol-Towners
Ted Deren, Tom Burke, Ted Dent, and Harry Wiebler
cavort at the stag party held at the Democratic Club,
Broad and Nedro.
The Out-of-Towners is a social club, the mem-
bership of which is limited to those students in
La Salle whose homes are not in Philadelphia
and who live more or less "on campus" in houses
immediately around the College. The Club was
first organized in 1947 and has since aided the
growing number of boarding students to ac-
quaint themselves with recreational opportun-
ities and has itself provided those opportunities
in an atmosphere of Catholic college life. The
Club is devoted to the principle that through
provision of necessary facilities the College may
attract high caliber men from many states which
will be of advantage to them, to La Salle, and
to the students from the Philadelphia area.
Seated, left to right: W. Dewey, R. Holmes. D. Lawrence, T. Burke, H. Wiebler, T. Dent,
J. Greytok, D. Morgan. Second row: V. Papa. D. Donovan. J. Lynch, R. Kloos. H. Lentzsch,
W. Tennant, T. Deren, J. R. Huck. Third row: R. Sweeney, J. Kelly, E. Nederostek, S. Kocot,
T. Feeney, J. Cook, J. R. Cleary.
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l-iist row; E. Saunders, W. Wosiowycz, J. Williams, Troas.. W. Nelson, J. Greenberg, C.
Sharer, C. Webb, Pres., L. Woyce, C. Harris, J. Moore, P. Zvigaitis, B. Daniels. Second row:
H. Furlong, J. Foster, G. Constant, J. Kelly, F. Gannon, J. Tuppeny, J. Lumsden, J. Verdeur,
J. McDonald, W. McCracken. Sec, W. Groetsch, W. Gallagher, R. Boyle, F, Wahl. Third row:
J. Kirk, Athletic Dept., Moderator, T. McGuire, L. Domingues, J. Hogan, F. Hansen, R. Bond,
J. News, F. Kelly, J. Smith, E. Murowski, T. Cassedy, S. Duke, J. Maguire, H. Picus. Fourth
row: W. Fielder, E. Manson, W. McHale, W. Colnian, G. Robertson, Vice Pres., W. Coffee,
J. Lawn, R. Mooney, J. McCrossen, J. Cannon, J. Dougherty, H. Lentzsch, E. Richards, L.
Foust.
Varsity Club
The Varsity Club is an organization of the
Lettermen of La Salle College directed by offi-
cers selected from the senior class with the full
cooperation of the Athletic Department. At its
reorganization meeting, Athletic Director James
Henry reiterated the purpose of the Club by
stressing the inrportance of studies correlated
with athletic prowess.
A leading organization on the campus during
the period between 1931-1941, its reorganization
indicates its return to a predominant position
in campus activities.
Newtonian Society
The Newtonian Society, organized in 1946 by
Brother Didymus John, is devoted entirely to
the physical sciences. Its members volunteer to
give weekly seminars on technical subjects, but
an effort is alwa)s made to simplify the subject
matter for the understanding of all.
In addition to this, the Society has undertaken
\arious projects including the construction of a
six inch telescope, a pyrolysis tube for making
plastics, and a PH meter for determining the
acidity of solutions.
Brother John explains the operation Left to right: Anthony Ciarlone, Charles McCain, James Moffet (Secretary-Treas-
of a Geiger Counter to James Moffet, urer), Brother D. John (Moderator), Vincent Folen (President), Walter J. Malloy.
Walter Malloy, and Clarence Webb.
E(|iies(riairSociety
After a successful inaugural year, the members
of the Ecjuestrian Society lost no time this year
in moimting their steeds for their weekly gallop
through the Wissahickon Valley. In addition
to the many rollicking afternoons in the saddle,
the innovation of moonlight hayrides and hot
dog roasts attracted new members to their
con\ i\ial gatherings.
Left to right: J. Evans, B. Stein, C. Ball, E. Yurkonis.
Bridge Club
Opening its ranks to both the beginner and
the expert, the Bridge Club offers opportunity
to all for improvement in their respective games.
Mr. Joseph Marron served as the moderator and
Bill Manson was unanimously elected the club's
first president. The club represented the school
in several matches with bridge teams from the
University of Pennsylvania and Temple Uni-
versity.
First row: Mr. J. Marron, Moderator, W. Manson, J.
Guerin, J. Q. Harty. Second row: E. McLoone, J.
Murphy, J. G. Gallagher, Mr. J. J. Kennedy. Third row:
J. Markmann, S. Schell, T. Q. Harty, P. McGinnis.
STUDENT COUNCIL
President John P. Ryan '49
Vice-President John Murphy '50
Secretary Eugene McLoone '5
1
Treasurer John Burns '50
Moderator Brother G. Thomas
ACCOUNTING ASSOCIATION
President John L. Biehl '49
Vice President Eugene Regan '50
Secretary Paul Gillespie '49
Treasurer John LyncS '49
Moderator Brother F. Norbert
ADORATION SOCIETY
Director Eugene O'Neill '49
Director William Harty '50
Moderator Brother D. Augusti:ie
BRIDGE CLUB
President William Manson '49
Secretary John Guerin '49
Treasurer J. Quinn Harty '49
Moderator Mr. Joseph Marron
THE COLLEGIAN
Editor Walter T. B-ough '49
Associate Editor John J. Bresnan '50
Business Manager John M. Rvan '50
Moderator Mr. John J. Kelly
DOERNENBURG SOCIETY
President Thomas Burke '49
Vice President Walter Kanigowski '50
.Secretary Robert McDonough '49
Moderator Brother E. Abdon
ECONOMICS CLUB
Chairman Paul Mazza '49
Vice-Chairman John Maicher '49
Moderator Dr. Joseph Flubacher
EQUESTRIAN SOCIETY
Director William Felte '50
Moderator Brother D. Vincent
THE EXPLORER
Editor Frank Scully '49
Business Manager George Boraske '49
Moderator Brother E. Clementian
THE GAVEL
Corresponding Secretary J. Q. Harty '49
Moderator Mr, Donald Barrett
GLEE CLUB
Director Thomas Quaid '50
President Joseph Gaughan '50
Secretary Stephen Ruzicka '50
Moderator Mr. Willard Walsh
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS CLUB (IRC)
President William Lederer '50
Vice-President Joseph Ritchie'50
Secretary James Knopf '50
Treasurer James Bonner '50
Moderator Mr. Robert Courtney
THE MASQUE
President Thomas Fairbrother '49
Vice President Walter Kanigowski '50
Secretary William Snyder '50
Treasurer James Connor '50
Assistant Director of Production Tames Conbov '50
Moderator Mr. Willard Walsh
NATIONAL FEDERATION OF
CATHOLIC COLLEGE STUDENTS (NFCCS)
Philadelphia Regional President Thomas Kehoe '50
Philadelphia Regional Secretary ... Eugene McLoone '51
Cam;3us Senior Delegate John Nathans '50
Campus Junior Delegate Joseph Breslin '51
Moderator Brother Augustine
NATIONAL STUDENT ASSOCIATION (NSA)
Chairman Elmer Brock '50
Secretary Ralph Zecca '50
Public Relations Theodore Everlof '50
Moderator Brother G. Thomas
NEWTONIAN SOCIETY
President Vincent Folen '49
Vice Presida.nt Edward Harris '50
Secretary-Treasurer James Moffet '50
Moderator Brother D. John
OUT OF TOWNERS CLUB
President Harold Wiebler '49
Vice President Thomas Burke '49
Secretary John M. Ryan '50
Treasurer Theodore Dent '49
Moderator Brother Stanislaus
PHILOSOPHY DISCUSSION CLUB
President John Nolan '49
Vice President Eugene Fitzgerald '51
Moderator Mr. Richard Honr
PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY
Directors Walter Brough "49, William Hearney '50.
John J. Kane '51
Moderator Mr. James Kennedy
PODIUM SOCIETY
Director John Norpel '49
Operatic Director Thomas Quaid '49
Symphonic Direcior Walter Kanigowski '50
Secretary Raymond Mason '50
Treasurer Robert DeHenzel '51
Moderator Dr. John A. Guischard
PRE-MEDICAL SOCIETY
President John Cassidy '49
Vice President Louis Viggiano '49
Secretary William McLaughlin '49
Treasurer Herbert Picus '49
Historian Charles Scarpa '49
Moderator Brother F. Christopher
RADIO CLUB
President Vincent Folen '49
Secretary James Moffet '50
Treasurer George Bryan '50
Moderator Brother G. Joseph
RADIO WORKSHOP
President Andrew McCosker '49
Vice President Anthony Gringeri '49
Secretary-Treasurer William Snyder '50
Moderator Mr. Claude E. Koch
SIGMA BETA KAPPA (SBK)
President Glendon Robertson '49
Vice President Edward Stemmler '50
Secretary James Levis '49
Treasurer Robert Tully '49
Moderator Mr. John Kennedy
SOCIAL SCIENCE CLUB
President Francis Murray '50
Vice President Harry Arton '49
Recording Secretary Henry Gunther '49
Treasurer Joseph Moffa '50
Publicity John Nathans '50
Moderator Mr. Charles Halpin
VARSITY CLUB
President Clarence Webb '49
Vice President Glendon Robertson '49
Secretary William McCracken '49
Treasurer Joseph Williams '49
Moderator Mr. Joseph Kirk
continuing a great tradition . .
.
Sports at La Salle College have assumed added lustre during our stay. Under
the capable supervision of our Director of Athletics, the traditional spirit of
valiant determination asserted itself. Our teams regained national recognition
and surpassed the record-breaking performances that were commonplace. Stu-
dent participation in intramural athletics attained a new level of enthusitsm.
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EXPLORER VARSITY, 1948-1949
Kneeling (1 to r): Walt Colman, John Byrne, Bob Mc-
Cann. Joe Greenberg (Capt.), Matt Fanning. Jim Phelan,
Stu Tomkins. Standing (1 to r): Frank Comerford, John
Gillespie, Dick Adair, Larry Foust, Gene Janis, Bill
Gallagher, Jack Haggerty.
Basketball
La Salle, in its 48th year of basketball, has
what appears to be one o£ the greatest teams in
its history. To test this squad, which has eight
returning lettermen and six sophomores, is a 26
game schedule that includes teams from e\er\
section of the country, and each a leader from
its respective section.
The Explorers, after accepting an in\itati(>n
to the National Championship Tournament
last year held at Madison .Square Garden, met
tlie fast-moving and hard-fighting Western Ken-
tuck) team that handed La Salle the defeat
which eliminated them from further participa-
lion in the lournament. La Salle ])layed a line
game against Western Kentuck); ho-i\'e\er, the
Kentuckians pulled ahead dining the second half
to gain the victory by a score of (i8-61. Yet. La
Salle's splendid record of 20 wins and 3 losses
dining the regular season remains as one of the
best in the countrv.
The 1948-49 squad of foui teen players con-
tinues to maintain that fast pace which had
gained them such great recognition during the
previous season. Besides 6 foot 9 inch Larry
Foust, there are also equally as dangerous men
such as Captain Jo; Greenberg, Bob McCann,
Frank Comerford, and Inky Gallagher, all of
svhom are regulars from last year's squad. Not
only is Coach McGlone able to start his games
with those mentioned abo\e. but he has a wealth
of replacements that arc in no wav a hindrance
to the team while in aciio-i. He has used Dirk
.\dair. ^\ho can alternate with Foust, or anv
other of the starting fi\e, most successfully as a
utility man. Others who have contributed miuh
to the present accomplishments of the s-uiad are
the sophomores who have been aptly nicknamed
the "Reindeers" because of their inexhaustible
speed and aggression, as well as great (lelensi\c
strength.
A wild scramble during the annual Alumni game which
the varsity won 74-42. Picture from left to right: Capt.
Joe Grcenberg, Bobby Walters (10), Johnny Gillespie
(15). behind him Fred Bernhardt, Lou Hilf (5), Ed
Masterson (8), and Larry Foust.
Bob McCann registers two points after successfully evad-
ing Brigham Young's ace Randy Clark. McCann's 11
points sparked the Explorers' 76-54 triumph in their first
Convention Hall appearance of the season.
The "Reindeers" include Matt Fanning, Jim
Phelan, folm Gillespie, Jack Haggerty, and John
Byrne. These men are directly responsible for
La Salle's victories over Millersville and Louis-
ville University fives. McGlone used them
stiategically in both of these games, with the
aim of running down the other team until
La Salle was within sight of certain victory, then
he would pull them out for a well-rested starting
five. When these players work together or with
other members of the squad they perform won-
derfully and have certainly bolstered the Blue
and Gold squad.
After troimcing the Aliinnii, the La Salle
squad met Lock Haven State Teachers, to offi-
cially open the season and soundly walloped the
visitors 67-38. Stealing the attention of the spec-
tators during that game was John Gillespie, a
6 foot 3 inch sophomore, whose brilliant exhibi-
tion of shooting, backboard work, and floor play
plus his 1 1 points, gained him single honors.
After they had travelled to Loyola and there,
making more than fifty percent of their shots,
downed the Greyhounds 78-57, with scoring hon-
ors going to Larry Foust with his 29 points for
the night, the Explorers made their first appear-
ance of the season at Convention Hall where
the) met the highly-rated Brigham Young Uni-
versity. The Blue and Gold treated the Hall
spectators to a game of smooth passing and fast-
breaking offensive which completely bewildered
the Brigham Young team and ended in a 76-54
victory for La Salle. With this victory behind
them LaSalle had brought its winning streak to
three games and then went on to extend it to
five by defeating Millersville and Albright. In
their second appearance at the Hall the Ex-
plorers were victorious over the strong southern
five from Georgia Tech. Then, in what proved
to be one of the best games at Convention Hall
all season, the Explorers and the Louisville
University five had the spectators in a constant
uproar for forty minutes in a game which in-
cluded a bit of fisticuffs on the part of both
Walt Colman, Larry Foust (14) and Dick Adair (6)
gang up to take the ball from Louisville's Jack Coleman
as Ken Reeves (21) heads down court. Explorers won
Convention Hall thriller, 76-71.
La Salle's Frank Comerford (17) gets inside under two
Ramblin' Wrecks, Bill Serneheim (11) and Dave Lupton,
to score two points in Explorers' 67-59 triumph. Number
5 is Tech's 6:09 center Jim Nolan.
Inky Gallagher captures rebound despite efforts of Frisco's John
Bennington (17), Don Giesen and Joe McNamec (16) as Larry
Foust moves in to lend a hand. Frisco handed the Explorers their
first reversal, 51-45 at Convention Hall.
La Salle's Walt Coleman has his shot partially
blocked by Jim McGee of Muhlenberg. The
Explorers downed the Mules 73-56 at the Pa-
lestra.
teams. La Salle finally won by a 7(5-71 score.
After the smoke had cleared and everyone
settled back to relax, a few Convention Hall
records had been broken. Louisville had com-
mitted thirty-four fouls to break the old mark
of twenty-six held jointly by La Salle and St.
Joseph's, while the Explorers wrote in two
others. One was for the most foul tries, forty-
one, and the other for the most foul conversions,
thirty. Temple held the two latter records,
thirty-seven fouls tried and twenty-eight con-
versions.
The seven game winning streak of the Ex-
plorers was snapped by the ball-grabbing and
the highly defensive team from the University
of San Francisco in a tightly contested battle
which resulted in a 51-45 loss for La Salle.
During the month of January, the Explorers
had to face some of the country's best teams. The
Explorers were on the road foi^^most of the time,
a strain which had telling effects. In rapid suc-
cession the Explorers defeated Muhlenberg,
Holy Cross, Loyola, Toledo; a test to any team
even with sufficient rest between games.
The effects of scheduling games with highly
rated teams one night after another, showed
when the Baldwin-Wallace five scored an upset
over La Salle 52-49. When the Explorers re-
turned to Philadelphia Temple greeted them
with another upset. The Owls employed a tight
zone defense that made it necessary for the
Explorers to resort to a set shot offensive. The
Blue and Gold five could not find the range all
night and walked off the floor stunned by the
amazing defeat of 54-36. The La Salle squad,
travelling to Canisius College, regained their
stride by promptly clowning their hosts 59-43.
La Salle returned to Philadelphia long enough
to take two more wins; one from Muhlenberg
and the other from St. Joseph's. It was in this
last game that Larry Foust scored 39 points to
establish a new Hall record. Once again the
Explorers packed up and travelled west to meet
two very strong Ohio teams. In the first game
of the trip the Explorers were edged out in the
final quarter to drop a holly contested game to
Bowling Green; the ioUowing night the Ex-
plorers regained their winning ways by turning
back Cincinnati, one ol the country's highest
scoring teams, 42-36.
In the game with the Manhattan Jaspers,
played at Convention Hall, La Salle virtually
outclassed the New York team in registering a
decisive victory by a score of 76-46. Following
up this splendid triumph the La Salle team in-
vaded the University of Pennsylvania Palestra
where, led by the tremendous offensive opera-
tions of Dick Adair who scored 21 points, the
Blue and Gold surged ahead in the quest for a
toinnament bid, by defeating the Quakers 64-44
before the largest crowd to witness a Penn game
this year.
Resting upon the final games of the season
was the possibility of an invitation to the Na-
tional Tournament. The Explorers, imdcr
great pressure, defeated Georgetown, Lafayette,
and Gettysburg, but fell in defeat to Man-
hattan and Nortli Carolina State in tire pay-off
games. Tliese two losses v/ere enough to spoil
La Salle's toinnament chances. However,
La Salle played in a post-season toinnament at
Cincinnati, were they advanced to the finals
only to be defeated in that game by the Uni-
versity of Cincinnati.
1948-1949 VARSITY SCHEDULE
NOVEMBER
30 Alumni Home
DECEMBER
2 Lock Haven State Teachers Home
6 Loyola (Baft.) Away
8 Brigfiam Young C.H.
13 Millersviffe Home
18 Albrigfit Away
22 Georgia Tecfi C.H.
27 Louisvilfe C.H.
29 San Francisco C.H.
JANUARY
4 Mulifenberg Home
8 Holy Cross Away
1
1
Loyola (Balti.) Home
1
3
Toledo Away
14 Baldwin Wallace Away
19 Temple C.H.
22 Canisius Away
29 Muhlenberg Away
FEBRUARY
5 St. Joseph's C.H.
8 Bowling Green Away
9 Cincinnati Away
12 Manhattan C.H.
16 U. of Pennsylvania Away
19 Georgetown C.H.
2 1 Lafayette Home
24 Manhattan N. Y. Garden
26 North Carolina State C.H.
MARCH
2 Gettysburg Home
Pictured is a typical example of the tight zone defense
employed by Temple in upsetting La Salle, 54-36. The
Owls" Dick Gcrnert (17), Johnny Ballots (8), and Lou
Grayboyes (behind Gernert) gang up on Larry Foust
(14), as Ike Borsavage (12) gets set to make it four
against one.
The action shot of the year shows Ace McCann in one of his famous "keep "cm
guessing" leaps. The two unidentified Georgia Tech players find themselves faced
with the problem of guessing whether Ace will take the shot himself or pass off to one
of his teammates. In this case. Ace fed an assist to Frank Comerford, not pictured.
Loyola's Herb Meinert (19) has a shot blocked by Larry
Foust (14) as Matt Fanning (3), John Gillespie (behind
Foust) and Walt Colman (9) lend moral support. The
Explorers crushed Loyola 85-61 on our home court.
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'Mian From Olyiiipiis"
La Salle's Olympic champion and world rec-
ord-holder Joe Verdeur was officially welcomed
back to the campus by a throng o£ over 2500 per-
sons gathered in McCarthy Stadium on Friday,
October 15, 1948, Joe Verdeur Day.
A motorcade of twenty cars, preceded by the
Philadelphia Police and Firemans Band,
escorted Verdeiu" from Broad and Lindley Streets
to the stadiimi.
Mayor Bernard Samuel had officially pro-
claimed it "Joe Verdeur Day" because of Ver-
deur's "contribution to the world of sports and
in consideration of the world-wide recognition
our city had recei\cd as a result of his diligent
training ami spectacular achievements in aquatic
sports."
Sjx;akers introduced by Jesse Cain '50, who
acted as master of ceremonies, were: Monsignor
Emmett Monahan. an uncle of Verdeur; William
Merriman, Chairman of the College Coaches
Swinuiiing Association; Father John McFadden,
Pastor of Verdem's home parish, St. Anne's;
James Henry, director of athletics; Brother G.
Paul, college president; Joseph Kirk, coach of
swimming; and John Mclntyre '50 an Olympic
coxswain.
Verdeur, \isibly touched by the acclaim ac-
corded him by his fellow students, stated that
although he had been honored by many groups
since his return from the Olympics, "I have
never had the privilege of being honored by such
a fine group of men as those at La Salle College."
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Over 2500 students and guests assembled in McCarthy
Stadium to officially welcome home Joe Verdeur on "Joe
Vcrdeur Day", the day designated by Mayor Samuels to
honor Joe's Olympic achievements.
Swimming
The La Salle 1948-19 .swinuning leam laced
Tvhat was probabl) ihe toughesL swimming
schedules of any college or university in the
country. The high point of the schedule was
the ten da) trip in February during which the
natators met Michigan State, Michigan. Detroit
and Wayne Universities.
Coach Joe Kirk has depended on such men
as Captain Joe Verdein-, Ohnipic winner, and
other retmning ^arsity members including,
Hank Furlong, Frank "W'ahl. Hank Lentzsch,
Paul Zvigaitis, all £reest\lers; Bill McCracken
and Ed Richards, backsirokers: Marty Gelhaiis
and Paul Flack, divers. Coach Kirk also was
fortunate in drawing such outstanding swimmers
as Farrell Devlin, Bob Regan, Allan Rhodes, and
Joe Sweeney, freestylers; Chuck Garxey. breast-
Joe Verdeur is shown atop the victory dais after winning
the Olympic 200 meter breaststroke championship in the
London Games last August 9 in the record time 2:39.3.
He is flanked by Keith Carter of Purdue who was second,
and Bobby Sohl of Michigan, third. Courtesy of Wide
World Photo.
Mayor Bernard Samuel presents Philadelphia's only
Olympic champion with a chest of silverware as a token
of the city's appreciation of his accomplishments. Joe's
mother, Mrs. Sophia Verdeur, beams proudly as her son
is honored.
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The members of La Salle's Varsity swimming team are as
follows, left to right, front row: Allen Rhoads, Bill
McCracken, Ed Richards, Farrell Devlin, Captain Joe
Verdeur, Bob Regan, Marty Gelhaus, Paul Zivagaitis,
-???
Verdeur, Bob Regan, Marty Gehlhaus, Paul Zviagaitis,
Hank Lentzsch. Back row: Frank Staunton, Joe Sweeney,
Wahl, Paul Flack, and Coach Joe Kirk.
stroker; and Bob McCarthy, diver, from the
yearlings of last season.
The Kirkmen opened the season against one
of its toughest rivals and turned back the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania 41-34. At this nreet
two of the sophomores paced the field by turn-
ing in two firsts apiece. Both Bob Regan and
Farrell Devlin exhibited more than average form
by splashing to double victories. At this meet
Ed Richards and Captain Joe Verdeur took first
place in their events.
The Explorers, after travelling to Yale and
losing to one of the best collegiate teams of
the country 48-27 in which the Blue and Gold
took only two firsts, Verdeur's 200 yard breast-
stroke, and the 400 yard freestyle relay with
Allan Rhodes, Farrell Devlin, Bob Regan and
Joe Verdeur turning the tide, next met the
highly-rated North Carolina State team. Against
North Carolina State the Explorers fascinated
the Raleigh spectators by outscoring the Staters
41-34.
Again Verdeur and Devlin set new pool
records; in the 220 yard breaststroke Verdeur
turned in the time of 2:21.3, and Devlin splashed
to victory in 2:17 in the 220 yard freestyle. Other
firsts were turned in by Bob Regan in the 50 and
100 yard freestyles, and the 300 yard medley
relay team of Ed Richards, Joe Verdeur, and
Allan Rhodes.
After winning three of the first four meets,
beating Penn, Williams College, and North
Carolina State and losing to Yale, the Exploiters
(vere dunked by the University of North
Carolina before the largest crowd ever to witness
a swimming meet in the South by the score 45-30,
despite the fact that Verdeur chopped 12.8 sec-
onds off the pool record while turning in a
2:16.1 triumph in the 220 yard breaststroke. The
300 yard relay team set a pool record of 2:57.1
for that event, and Bob Regan, sensational
sophomore captured his seventh straight first
place of the season in the 50 yard freestyle.
However, greater depth gained the swimmers
from Chapel Hill their 39th consecutive dual
meet victory.
The Explorers took a westward trip during
the Mid-Term Holidays, to meet the University
of Michigan and Michigan State. In these two
meets the La Salle swimmers could not quite
equal the opposition. In the meet with
Michigan State both Joe Verdeur and Bob
Regan took first place in their events. The
University of Michigan, another of the better
teams in the country, handed La Salle its last
defeat of the season by the score of 45-28. Despite
our losses at the hands of the best in the
country, the swimmers, under the coaching of
Joe Kirk, maintained a noteworthy record of
seven victories in eleven starts.
Bob Regan a promising sophomore freestyler prepares to
begin a 50 yard sprint, his specialty, during a practice
session at the Germantown YMCA.
Marty Gehlhaus, La Salle's top springboard artist, get
set to perform a difficult back jacknife during one of th(
long practice sessions at Turner's Hall.
Joe 'Verdeur splashes to victory and a new world record
of 2:14.7 for the 200 yard breaststroke in the 25th Annual
NCAA meet at the University of Michigan. It was the
eighth time he had lowered his own standard.
The members of the Explorer Varsity Baseball team are as follows. Front Row: left
to right, Harry Bruner (trainer), Frank Hansen, Jack McGuire, Dick Adair, Wally
Walczak (mgr.), Coach William Heaffner, Walt Toth (mgr.), Leon Stallings, Harry
Miller, Chuck Lesky. Back Row: Denny O'Connor, Steve Tracy, Bob Boyle, Joe
Williams (captain), Joe Snaeberger, Jack Hogan, Tom Dougherty, Wally Wosiewicz,
Joe Trendlcr, and Vince O'Donnell.
Pinch hitter Bob Boyle, who cracked a double to lead the
Explorers' ninth inning rally, scores the winning run on
a squeeze bunt by Tom Dougherty as La Salle tops
Ursinus 5-4. Wally Widholm is the Ursinus catcher.
Harry Miller, Explorer shortshop, is nailed at the plate
by Loyola catcher Mike Zedalis as he tried to score from
second on a short single. Despite this play, La Salle
took the game 4-3.
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Baseball
The Explorer Baseball Team, in its third year
as a major sport at La Salle, registered eight
victories against seven losses for the 1948 cam-
paign. Coach Bill Haeffner's charges coupled
strong pitching with tinieh hitting to record
liieir first winning season.
With such oiuslanding hurlcrs as Dick Adair,
Leon .Stallings, .Syd Duke, .Steve Iracy, and
Denny O'Conner bree/ing them by the opposi-
tion and Captain Joe Williams, Frank Hanson,
Vince O'Donnell, Jack Hogan and Tom Dough-
erty pounding out base hits the Explorers regis-
tered five consecutive victories before tasting de-
lea t. Lhey tinned back Albright, Muhlenburg,
Ursinus, Lebanon Valley, and Loyola before
being blanked by the University of Delaware in
a 6-0 shut out. Temple and West Chester, two
of the stronger teams in the district, also defeated
the Explorer nine to bring the record to five
victories as against thiee defeats at the half way
mark.
The La Salle squad regained its winning stride
by dumping the University of Baltimore. The
Hawks of St. Joseph's College thumped the Ex-
plorers in one of the worst defeats in the three
year history of the game at La Salle, 1.5-4. Still
stunned by this lopsided defeat, they also fell be-
fore the Drexel l^ragons 8-7.
The Haeffnermen finished out their season by
splitting their last four games, lopping Scranton
twice and losing to Drexel and St. Joseph's.
With the entire squad returning, the Explorers
are working diligently to attain the peak of con-
dition in an efiort to improve their season record.
They will be bolstered by a number of prom-
ising Sophomores, among them basketball player
Johnny Bryne.
The new ball field is being readied for u.se
this season, it was a large scale operation in-
volving the inqjorting of many truckloads of
earth and sod. The new diamond was made
necessary because of the narrow confines of the
field at 21st and Nedro Ave. The complicated
ground rules concerning the short right and left
field fences worked a real hardship on the
pitchers. Many pokes that would normally have
been loud outs sailed over the wall for auto-
matic doubles, while occasionally a ball that was
really tagged went for a double where, on other
fields, it might have been good for the circuit.
The Explorer nine will be bolstered at the end
of the basketball season when six foot five inch
Dick Adair will switch unifoinis and start lim-
bering up his pitching ami. Adair had one of
the best earned run averages on the staff last
year and Coach Haeffner is counting heavily on
him to come through again this year.
Dick Bahney, Lebanon Valley, stretches to take the throw
and retire Tom Dougherty in a game won by La Salle
by a 5-3 score on the Explorers' home field.
Bob Poletti, Hawk catcher, drives out a two-base hit as
St. Joseph's crushes La Salle 15-4 on the Hawk field.
Jack McGuire is behind the plate for the Explorers.
Track
Track at La Salle has been steadily on the
upswing since the end of the war. But, it was
during the '48 season that the cindermen, by
their hard work and constant striving to better
themselves, established La Salle as one of the
more promising teams in the East. Under Coach
Bill Devlin and Advisory Coach Frank Wetzler,
the Explorers succeeded in bolstering the weak-
nesses of the previous season.
Opening the '48 season the Explorers exhi-
bited their strength on both the field and track
by defeating Drexel 90i/4 to 351/4. La Salle took
ten of the fourteen events. Tom Powell, Bill
Fielder, Tim Callahan, Frisby Euell, Gus Con-
stant, and Jim Tuppeny all took firsts in their
events. After out-pacing the Drexel team, the
Explorers next saw action in the Annual Penn
Relay Carnival. During the two days of action
the Explorers placed second in the Middle
Atlantic States Championship mile relay on the
first day and took first place in the class mile
Appearing as though he was floating over the cross-bar,
Jim Tuppeny, stellar pole-vaulter, begins his descent
after clearing the bar in a meet at La Salle's McCarthy
Stadium.
Returning Varsity lettermen of the Track team are as
follows (left to right) standing: Lou Woyce, Frisby Euell,
Frank Kelly, Gus Constant, Louis Domingues, Clarence
Harris. Sitting: Bill Fielder, Bill McCracken, Tom
Cassedy, Jim Tuppeny, Carl Sharer, and Jack Kelly.
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Pictured above is Bill McCracken, a newcomer to the
Varsity Track Team, whose surprising feats, as one of the
field men, gained him a permanent spot on the Varsity
squad.
Pictured above, from left to right, are the members of
La Salle's indoor one mile relay team: Frisby Euell, Lou
Woyce, Jack Kelly, and Clarence Harris.
relay ot the second day. The team composed
()[ Bernard Rafferty, John Kelly, Clarence Har-
ris, and Frisby Euell, turned in die time of
3:29.9 on the first day and the same team ran a
3:29.2 mile on the following day. The 440 yard
relay team composed of Jim Tuppeny, Bill
Fielder, Bill Fitzgerald, and Tom Powell placed
third in their event.
In a triangular meet held at .Swarthmore,
La Salle placed second to Swarthmore and
P.M.C. placed third. La Salle was paced by Bill
Fitzgerald who took two first places, both in
the hindles. Other winners were Bill Fielder,
Jim Tuppeny, Clarence Harris, and Frisby
Euell. La Salle scored 61 1^ points to Swarth-
more's VUi/^ and P.M.C.'s 21S^.
The Explorers exhibited superior form in the
three-sided meet with Muhlenberg and Temple,
in which they gained a sjalendid victory by
scoring 661/2 points against Muhlenberg's 6O1/2
and Temple's 26.
During this meet John Kelly established a
new La Salle College record for the 880 yard run
by turning in the time of 2:04.4; and Clarence
Harris set a new La Salle College mark for the
440 yard run with his time of 50.6.
In the other big meet of the season La Salle
ran fifth in a field of sixteen teams in the Middle
Atlantic States Championships. John Kelly
again lowered the La Salle College mark in the
880 yard event with the time 1:59.5.
La Salle's cross-country team was victorious in
three of its six meets. The Explorers defeated
Scranton, Lincoln, and took a three-way meet by
defeating Albright and Lafayette; while losing
to Pennsylvania, 'West Chester, and Georgetown.
La Salle placed sixth in the Middle Atlantic
States Championships.
The Indoor Track team was very acti\e; the
team has made representative showings in the
Inquirer Invitation Meet, and other meets in
^Vashin^ton and Ne^v York.
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The nine returning lettermen of the LaSalle College
Tennis team pictured above from left to right are as
follows: Front row, Herb Picus, Ed Murawski, Chick
Webb, Jim McCrossin, Joe News; Back row. Bill McH.ile,
Joe Foster, Charles Smith, and Jack Maguire.
With nine returning lettermen, the LaSalle
Tennis team, toatheti b\ Dan Gallagher, looks
to this season optimistic alh. Last season the Ex-
plorers loiincl the opposition quite sliong and
they (lid not Tare as well as ihe\ luul expected.
I'he stjiiad, in being edged out in nianx oi the
matches, ended the season Avith a record that
was l^elow axerage.
A lew ol the teams which the E\|j|<)rers tie-
leated were Loyola, Lebanon \'alle\, Linioln,
and Ursinus. Leading the 'Lennis team this \ear
xvill be Captain Jack Magiiire who, \vith (he
other returning lettermen, will be siriving to
o\ercome the lopsided season leiord ol last year.
1 his season's line-up ot teams includes the Uni-
versities ot Pennsylvania and Temple, Drexel
Institute, Swarthmore College, West Chester
State Teachers College and oilier teams Irom
I he Middle .\tlantic Stales.
Preparing lor the third season as a permanent
sports activity at LaSalle, the Golf Team,
coached by Robert Courtney, will again be meet-
ing strong opponents from this area and other
teams from the Middle Atlantic States,
During the previous season the Explorers'
record was marred by defeats handed them by
Albright, Temple, Drexel, Pennsylvania, and the
Naval Academy Plebes, while on the win side
of the colunm the Blue and Gold was not so for-
tunate. On the whole their record was below
average. Coach Courtney feels, however, that if
the team is able to practice more often dining
the season it will give them that extra boost
that is needed. At the present time the Explorers
have no home links at which they may carry on
organized practice rounds.
Despite the obstacles in the path of the team
they again will face the University of Pennsyl-
vania, Swarthmore College, Haverford College,
West Chester State Teachers College and other
formidable squads.
Pictured below from left to right are Bill Groetsch, John
Moore, and Franny Gannon, three of the returning
lettermen of the LaSalle College Golf Team. Other
lettermen not available for photograph are Lance Law-
rence and Jim Finnegan.
Cri'w
Members of the Varsity Crew pictured are as follows
from left to right: Coach Jack Bratten, Bob Bond, Jim
Dougherty, Don Conlin. Jack Lawn. John Winkler, Ted
Simendinger, Frank Cosgrove, Dick Mooney, Jim Con-
boy, Manager, and in front coxswain Bones McDonnell.
Coach jack BratLcu ^vill be leaning heavily
on his returning letterraen to carry the Blue and
Gold to a successful crew season. In the early
autumn outing Coach Bratten was pleased with
the manner in which the varsity eight went
through its paces on the Schuylkill River. How-
ever, Coach Bratten was aware of the need of
more depth in his squad and felt that in the
Spring he would ha\e a better turnout ol candi-
dates.
As a nucleus for the varsity crew Coach Bratten
will call upon his returning lettermen Dick
Mooney, Bob Bond, Jack Lawn, Dan Conlin,
Jolni Winkler, Jim Dougherty, Ted Simendinger,
Bob Wieman, and Coxswain, Bones MacDonell.
Also Coach Bratten ^vill ha\e the added aid of
John Mclntyre, a junior, who coxswained the
pair-oared Vesper Boat Club shell to victory in
the National Championships and later in the
Olympic trials, where they set a ne^v record for
the 2000 meter course. McInt^re was the second
LaSalle athlete to compete in the Ohmpics dur-
ing the suinmer at London.
This year the Explorer squad will be using
two brand new shells which have been purchased
from the same manufactiner who made the shells
used by the United States Crews in the Olympics.
Frosli Basketball
Once again the Freshman Basketball team at
La Salle has turned in a representative record.
Coach Cliff Anderson's fine handling of this
squad is an inrportant feature in its success. The
squad is headed by such outstanding players as
Captain Franny McMenamin, a former Roman
Catholic High stellar performer; Bud Donnelly,
a fine play-maker from La .Salle High, the Cath-
olic League champs of 1948: John Grauer, a
6'6" center fronr the same championship team;
Newt Jones, a brilliant team player from North-
east Public High; Ed Burton, a product from
California who played on the same team with
Bob McCann while in the Navy; and Ed Altiere,
from Southern High. With these men as the
nucleus and other able men to replace them, it
is no wonder the Frosh has continued to uphold
the fine record that the previous freshmen had
established.
Franny McMenamin, rosh captain, gains altitude and
registers another field goal on his way to registering a
new floor record of 41 points against Fort Dix. Jack
Brier (9), and Charlie Wynne (14) are the interested
onlookers.
Explorer freshman basketball squad, front (1 to r): Bud Donnelly, Dick
Conaty, Franny MeMenamin, Dick Eden, Lou Fink, Dick Ofak, Ed Burton.
Back (1 to r): Charles Wynne, Andy Duff, Chuck Lang, John Graarer, Newt
Jones, Ed Altieri, Kenny Foust, Tom McCausland.
Frosh Swimming
Coach Joe Kirk of the La Salle Varsity and
Freshman Swimming teams has voiced his
pleasure in having a superior squad of freshmen
swimmers. Last season's freshmen are making
wonderful success with the varsity, while this
year's freshmen appear to have the makings of
one of the finest groups of swimmers in collegiate
circles. Kirk is fortunate in having such swim-
mers as Bill Doisch, from Roman Catholic High,
a backstroker; Mickey McCarthy, West Reading
High; Pat Kennedy, Amherst High, both divers;
and Frank Staunton, a breaststroker, all of
whom have received scholastic All-American
ratings.
Highlighting the Frosh season were their vic-
tories over the strong University of Pennsylvania
Freshmen and Girard College.
In the meeting with Penn Frosh the Explorers
turned in a very impressive 41-25 victory.
Charles Keller, Bob Fitzgerald, and Jack Ricks
were winners in the 50, 100, and 200 yard free-
styles respectively. Jim Norman triumphed in
the 100 yard breaststroke, and Bill Dorsch in
the 100 yard backstroke. The diving honors
went to Pat Kennedy; while the trio of Bill
Griffin, Frank Staunton, and Jack Blewett won
the 150 yard medley relay. Against Girard Col-
lege, the Frosh took five firsts and then weakened
in the relays to net them a 43-23 victory. In
another of the season's meets the Explorers
splashed second to a strong Yale University
Frosh in a very close ineet in which the Eli's
edged out a 36-30 victory.
Members of the La Salle College Freshmen Swimming
Team are pictured as follows, back row, left to right:
Frank McGee (Mgr.), Frank Staunton, Ed Verdeur, Joe
Peters, Bob Tierney, Pat Kennedy, Joe Smith, Bob Haley,
and Coach Joe Kirk. Front row: Mickey McCarthy, Dick
Blewett, Jim Norman, Jack Ricks, Bob Fitzgerald, Tom
Kennedy, Andy Ruck, Bill Dorsch, and Jim Pickford.
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Mr. James Henry, Athletic Director Head Basketball Coach, Charles
McGlone
Advisory Track Coach, Frank Wetzler
. . . and i\\^ mim liands
Head Baseball Coach, William Haeff- Head Crew Coach, John Bratten.
Head Swimming Coach, Joseph Kirk.
Head Tennis Coach, Daniel Gallagher.
Head Golf Coach, Robert Courtney.
Head Track Coach, William Devlin.
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Assistant Basketball Coach, Cliff An
derson.
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Pictured are the winners of the Softball League. Members
of the Hornets are as follows: reading from left to right
kneeling, Larry OConnor. Jim Donough, Tom Howlin,
Bill Coyle, Frank Devine, Jack McCloskey, Harry Gib-
bons. Standing, Frank Rouch, Bill Albright, Jim Mc-
Closkey, Jim Powers, Pud Clausa. and Ed Nederestek.
Iniriiiiiiirals
I'hc three spoil intianuiral program ol Soil-
ball, Basketball, and Touch Football has been
hicreasing in populaiit) year after year and com-
]>eiition continues to become just a bit stiffer.
The intense interest and the fiery competition
only go to prove the spirit of the students to
displa) sportsmanship and good fellowship.
Dining the '48 summer session the Softball
League was packed with thrills and hard play-
ing. The entire summer was spent in playing
tlie regular scheduled games which found the
two top teams, the Hornets and the Exploiters,
meeting on September 7 for the final game of
the jjlay-offs, Avith the Hornets emerging vic-
torious.
The meeting of these two teams, the Hornets,
the first half champions, and the Exploiters, the
Bill Coyle of the Hornets, takes a healthy swing at the
ball in the final game of the Softball play-offs, in which
the Hornets defeated the Exploiters 9-2.
li.
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Discussing a disputed point during one of the softball games, the three
umpires pictured are from left to right, Harry Brunner, Jack Norpel, and
Hank Taddei. A bit of credit is due these men for their splendid work
during the summer season.
Pictured below are the members of the Intramural Ram-
blers the team that annexed the Touch Football crown.
From left to right, top: Lou Woyce, Ed O'Brien, Phil
Lucia, and Gene Janis. Second row: Walt Toth (Mgr.),
Reds O'Keefe, Inky Gallagher, John Morrisey. Bottom
row: "Spinner" Nelson, Bill Fielder, and Hank Booth. second half champions, for a three game series
to decide the winner was a fitting climax to
an exciting season. In the three games, the first
went to the Exploiters 12-9, while in the second
game the Hornets were too tough for the Ex-
ploiters as they took a wild ten-inning game by
a one run margin, 16-15. In the final game
which held for the winners the championship
and the much-coveted jackets awarded to the
\ictors, the Hornets displayed the form and
consistency that go to make a championship
team and routed the Exploiters 9-2.
The Touch Football League under the co-
ditectors Joe Kirk and Charlie McGlone, saw
the season start with fifteen teams. At the sea-
son's end two very strong six-man teams were
ready to compete for the championship. The
Ramblers and the Neural Impulses met on a
cold December afternoon in a rough and bruis-
ing defensive battle in which the Ramblers
Action during the Intratnural Touch Footb.ill ka^jur
shows the going a little tough. Pictured above from left
to right arc Bob Welsh, of the Corner Loafers; Joe
Vv o.kIs. oI the Quidrati-s; Herb Patrick. Corner Loafers;
Lcn DiStasio, Quadratics; and Bill Farnan. Corner
Loafers.
annexed the ihanipionship 1)\ ilowning the stub-
bom Neural Impulses b\ a slii;ht score ol 2-0.
The scoring came when "Spinner" Nelson
crashed thru to tag Herb Roland in the end
zone. This was the second Intranunal champion-
ship lor the Ramblers.
In the Basketball Intranunals we Imd as man\
as thirt\-loin teams competing loi the cro\\n.
It was netcssarx to loini loin leagues to handle
all the teams; each league will have a champion
who will have to compete in the play-ofts with
the other leaders ol the other three leagues.
From the earh showings ol the teams there is
little doubt that the league will carry on until
late in the Sjjring.
Attempting an end run in a game against the Neural
Impulses. Lou Woyce of the Ramblers was halted before
he reached pay-dirt. Others pictured are, from left to
right, Ray ReinI, Joe Battaglini. Inky Gallagher, Herb
Rolfand, and Bill Marsdcn. The Ramblers won 13-7,
In 1940, upon request of the students of the College,
Fred.
"Wearing, Tom Waring and Pat Ballard composed the now popu-
lar La Salle Loyalty Song. The majority of the student
body
motored to New York City to witness the Fred Waring broad-
cast that aired this song for the first time.
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We, the Explorer staff, wish to take this opportunity to thanl< the many friends we have
found in the task of pubhshing a college yearbook. Their interest and willing cooperation are
sincerely appreciated and provided an endless source of encouragement to us. In particular we
extend our gratitude to:
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BLAETZ BROTHEUS
Incorporated
PRINTING and PUBLISHING
Specialists in School and College Publications
Up-to-Date Newspaper Illustrating Service Free
Cor. Jarrett & Rockledge Aves. Fox Chase, Philadelphia 11, Pa
PI 5-1630
Loren Murchison & Co., Inc.
Representing
World's Largest Manufacturer of Class Rings
Official Jewelers for La Salle College
Class Rings
Samples
Campus Store ^ Prices
Orders
All Costumes for the Masque Supplied by
Miller - Costumier, Inc.
236 S. llth Street, Phila.
FRANK E. FITZPATRICK, Associate
Caps and Gowns Costumes for All Occasions
Congratulations
to a Learned Faculty-
Success
to the Class of ^49
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For information call or write
7120 N. Broad Street
Philadelphia 26, Pa.
HAncoek 4-8100
1520 Farragut Avenue
Bristol, Pa.
Bristol 4.572
For Athletie Events, Sightseeing Tours
and Croup Trips of All Kintls
CHARTER A PTC BUS
Call PE 5-6100
Ask for ^''Charter Service"
P HILADELPHIA
T RANSPORTATION
C OMPANY
Congratulations
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Call CAMPUS
on Your next Yearbook.
Learn WHY this Organization
is the Largest Producer
of Fine School and College Annuals.
CAMPUS PUBLISHING
^l 1420 WALNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA
37 WALL ST., NEW YORK
ART SERVICE •ENGRAVING • LETTERPRESS AND O F F S E T P R I N T I N G




